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Anne White

Abstract:
This project looks at the changing environment in terms of the approach to the Visual Arts
curriculum at Primary School level. It aims to provide an innovative solution to the art
appreciation area, which is being given erqual status with the art creation area, which
traditionally has been the main focus of the curriculum.
The Project includes a review of the curricular climate, both at home and abroad. In this context
it focusses particularly on the role of Information Technology in addressing access problems
from those living remote from major poulation, and therefore major artistic centres.
Primary Research included involved the surveying of over one hundred Primary teachers in
schools throughout the country. The results of this research have been analysed using the SPSS
Statistical Software package, and are presented in some detail.
The process of authoring a prototype, interactive, CD-Rom product are set out and the product
itself is attached in CD format
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The author is a practicing Primary teacher in a boy’s school in Cahersiveen, a small rural
town with a population of approximately 2,000 people. Prior to taking up this position, he
worked for nine years as a learning support or remedial teacher. He has always had an
interest in the Visual Arts and has acquired an interest in new technology in the past five to
six years. Part of the interest in the IT area has involved studying for this Masters Degree
along with a group of fellow teachers in IT Tralee.
The brief for this project was to study an area which would lead to the use of Information
Technology in an area which was relevant to the educational sphere. The author had covered
a number of areas in studying for this course to date, but particularly enjoyed the multi-media
area, and other related areas including Human Computer Interfaces and Visual Basic
programming.
1.2 Inspiration
The inspiration for this project came from a wonderful class visit organised by the author in
December 2000. This involved bringing a third and fourth class group of eight to eleven year
olds to visit a touring exhibition of some of the best art Ireland has at its disposal. The
extensive collection held by the state in its Office of Public Works (OPW) division, was
compiled into two separate but complementary exhibitions, ‘The Art of the State’, and
‘Emerging Art IT. These consisted of a range of different art styles, from traditional
figurative type landscape and portrait paintings to abstract modem images.
Having previously visited the exhibition on his own, the author had picked up the
accompanying catalogues, which gave detailed notes on the artists themselves and the
individual paintings. These proved invaluable in guiding the children through the exhibition,
giving the teacher insights into the artworks, and allowing him to help the children to ‘look at
and respond to’ the pieces. This raised a number of issues for the author. The first of these
was the rarity of such occurrences in much of Ireland. The author teaches in a mral area, one
hundred miles from the nearest public art gallery (either the Crawford Art Gallery in Cork, or
the Hunt Museum in Limerick), and fifty miles from the nearest private galleries in Killamey
and Tralee. Exhibitions are therefore confined to occasional small community exhibitions, or
to visits to one of these venues. This of course is changing in South West Kerry, with the
advent of the Cill Riailig Project, but the reality of lack of access continues for most rural
areas in Ireland.
1.3 Social Barriers to Arts access
The second issue which arises is the barrier that certain socio-economic groups, regardless of
location, appear to suffer from in relation to the visual arts. The language of and ownership of
art appreciation has always been considered to be the preserve of a small socio-economic
elite. The mere mention of ‘art’ is often enough to cause most people to immediately switch
off. The question must be asked as to why this is. Why is it that society has allowed a small
group to ‘own’ art, and how can that situation be reversed? In this context, the art curriculum
in our schools must surely play a central part.

1.4 Role of Information Technology
The third issue which arose was whether or not information technology could play a part in
tackling this ‘arts deficit’. The reality is that, apart from individual artworks which may
occasionally be purchased by public offices, or touring exhibitions such as the OPW one
already mentioned, the majority of major artworks will be held in the ten or so major public
galleries in the major cities. As well as this, most of the world’s major artworks are in even
more remote locations, such as London, Paris, New York, Amsterdam and Barcelona. How
can children, other than the most privileged, access these works? What role could
Information Technology play in decreasing this deficit, and bringing art to the majority of
people, at least in the Irish context.
1.5 Reason for choosing Visual Arts
The author decided to select an area of the curriculum which heretofore had little
involvement with the area of Information Technology. Given the review of the Primary
School Curriculum, initiated in 1990, with the report of the Review Committee of the
Primary' School Curriculum, and culminating in the release of new Revised Curriculum
Guidelines in 1999, the choice of an area which was being substantially reviewed and
changed for the first time since the 1971 Primary School Cuniculum was released, seemed a
challenging one. The author opted to choose the Visual Arts area, which was compatible with
his own interest in multi- media applications while his own deep interest in the visual arts
was also a factor in determining the choice of subject area.
1.6 Expertise and Knowledge
It must be stated that the author is very much an enthusiastic amateur in this area, rather than
an expert. A gradual build-up of interest, rather than a life-long passion has been his pattern.
Certainly, the availability of a series of books of artworks by the great artists in his own home
throughout his childhood was an influence, but it has been attendance at various exhibitions
and arts festivals over the years which has brought this interest to its current level.
That said the author would not feel ‘educated’ in the visual arts area, in the sense that
academics working in the field would consider appropriate. In this regard, he appreciated the
lack of detailed knowledge which the majority of teaching colleagues share in the area of
Visual Arts.
Above all, however he hoped to find a way in which provision could be made to allow the
barriers for many teachers and children to be overcome in this area.

Chapter 2
Curriculum Considerations, Ireland.
2.1 Curricular Change, Ireland
The author took major account of the major change of emphasis in the Revised Curriculum
for Irish Primary Education. Those who are familiar with Irish Educational development will
know that the 1990’s were a period of major change in Primary Education. When the author
was an undergraduate in the mid-1980’s, the system was then working with a curriculum,
Vuraclam na Bunscoile ’ which had been published in 1971, and had not been revised in the
interim period. In fact, this situation remained until the Revised Curriculum was published in
1999.
2.2 Decade of change, 1990-1999
One must return to the beginning of the decade, however, for the beginning of the
evolutionary process. In May 1990 the Government-established ‘Review Body on the
Primary Curriculum’, published the first report on the changes necessary in the system. The
responsibility for implementing theses changes were then handed to the National Council for
Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA), who in turn set up six curriculum subject committees,
whose responsibility it was to draw up subject statements and teacher guidelines in each area.
This included an Arts Education committee. Effectively, the reports of these committees led
to the curriculum booklets which appeared in 1999.
A number of other developments took place in the 1990’s also, running in tandem with the
NCCA work. These included the innovative National Convention on Education in 1994,
which for the first time sought the views, not just of all the partners in education, but also the
wider public and community. This was followed by the White Paper ‘Charting our Education
future’, published in 1995, and the Education Act in 1998.
2.3 Arrival of Revised Curriculum
Thus we arrived at the long-awaited revised curriculum in 1999. Despite the fears of many
teachers that the political priorities which shaped the debate around education in the early
1990’s in Britain, would come to dominate Irish thinking, the Revised curriculum advocated
a broad-based curriculum, reflecting current thinking in relation to multiple intelligences and
varying learning styles. The refusal to give into the temptation to abandon this broad base, in
favour of the return to ‘Basics’ education, as advocated by conservative educationalists in the
U.S.A. and Britain, could also be seen as a tribute to the effectiveness of the previous
‘Curaclam na Bunscoile’.

2.4 The place for the Arts
Most importantly, from the point of view of this project was the importance attached to the
Arts and the Visual Arts in particular. The fact that the Arts are given equal status as one of
six curricular areas was a major step forward from previous practice. The thinking behind this
is laid out clearly in the Introduction book of the Revised Curriculum. In the section on
‘Children and Learning’, it states:
'‘The curriculum enables the child to perceive the aesthetic dimension in every area... valuing
the child’s creative response and expression of perceptions, insights, interpretations and
knowledge is an important principle of the curriculum. ” i.
2.5 Changing role of the teacher
The document also foresees a change in the role of the teacher, saying:
“It is the responsibility of the teacher to ensure that the complexity of children’s learning
needs is served by a process that is rich and varied...As well as variety in classroom
organisation, the teacher will bring a rich, imaginative, and innovative range of strategies
and resources (author’s emphasis) to the learning process. These will include ...utilising the
learning potential of information and communication technologies. ’’ 2.
As we will see in looking at teacher’s reactions to the primary research carried out in this
report, the aspiration for innovative resources as stressed above, is unfortunately removed
from the actual availability of such resources.
Turning specifically to the arts, the curriculum stresses firstly their importance in a national,
context:
“It acknowledges the child’s right to understand and participate in the diverse cultural,
social and artistic expression of that (Irish) experience, and to appreciate and enjoy the
richness of the Irish heritage. ’’ 3
Needless to mention, it also expresses the importance of European and global cultural
importance, particularly in terms of Ireland’s growing multiculturalism. In the Specific Aims
and Objectives’ section which outlines thee heart of the new curriculum, it lists one of ten
specific aims as
•

To enable children to develop their creative and imaginative capacities through artistic
expression and response (author’s emphasis)

while the General objectives state that the child should be enabled to :
•
•

use information and communication technologies to enhance learning.
develop an appreciation of aesthetic activities, including music, visual arts, dance, drama
and language. 4

2.6 Art Appreciation Arrives
For the first time in the history of arts education at Primary school level, the area of art
appreciation is being introduced. This had been a feature of the Leaving Certificate Art
curriculum for many years, with History of Art and Art appreciation central parts of the
subject at this level. Given the fact however, that only a tiny proportion of Leaving

Certificate students take Art as a subject, it is clear that the majority of people had little
exposure to art appreciation in the educational system until now.
This is centrally addressed in the new revised curriculum. For the first time, the appreciation
of art is central to the subject, with each of the sections or ‘strands’ of the Visual Arts
curriculum placing equal emphasis on what it terms ‘Making’ and ‘Looking and
Responding’. This differs substantially from the traditional curriculum in which the total
emphasis was on the former. The Introduction to the curriculum states in its Curriculum
Areas section:
'‘The visual arts curriculum emphasises the importance of both making art and responding to
art. ” 5.
It defines this further, saying that as well as creating art in many different formats:
“Children will also be encouraged to look at and respond to a wide range of art works at
first hand, from local traditional crafts to contemporary Irish art, as well as art works of
different cultures, styles and periods 6,
2.7 Time Allocation
The curriculum recommends a timeframe for the various subjects and how time should be
allocated to them. The following table illustrates the new balancing of priorities.

Curriculum Areas
Secular instmction
Language
Language 1
Language 2
Mathematics
SESE*
SPHE*
PE*
Arts Education
Discretionary curriculum time
Total Secular Time

One week
Hours

Minutes

4
3
3
3
0
1
3
2
20

00
30
00
00
30
00
00
00
00

*SPHE = Social, Personal and Health Education
*SESE = Scientific and Environmental Education
*PE = Physical Education
Adapted from ‘Suggested minimum weekly time framework’ 7
What must be borne in mind, however, is that Arts education includes Music and Drama, as
well as Visual Arts. For those who may have noted the absence of Dance, it is included in the
Physical Education area, a decision which would not meet with universal approval among
promoters of dance in the education and cultural fields.
2.8 Structure of Revised Visual Arts Curriculum
The content of each of the seven major subject areas in the curriculum is outlined in sets of
two separate handbooks for each area. These are the Curriculum Statement and the Teacher

Guidelines. Therefore the Arts education area has three sets of books, two books each for
Music, Drama and of most interest here. Visual Arts.
The Teacher Guidelines give an overview of the issues and emphases of the revised
curriculum, before going on to give extensive recommendations for activities in each of four
class groupings: Infant Classes, First and Second Classes, Third and Fourth Classes and Fifth
and Sixth Classes. These recommended activities are termed ‘Exemplars’, a new term in
teaching circles.
In all, six ‘Strands’ are now included, a number of which are new to the curriculum.
These are:
□ Drawing
□ Paint and Colour
□ Print
□ Clay
□ Construction
□ Fabric and fibre
A review of each of these Strand Units shows that ‘Looking and Responding’ gets equal
emphasis in the curriculum. As the Teacher Guidelines state:
'‘Activities in each strand are interrelated and they involve the children in perceiving and
exploring the visual world and making art and in looking at and responding to the visual
world and art works. ” g
The guidelines set out in detail, however, what precisely it means in relation to looking at and
responding to art. It says that children need:
“access to a variety of art styles as stimulus for their own art activities, ass a way of making
comparisons between different interpretations of an idea or theme, or simply for the pleasure
they give... The teacher’s task is to help them look at art works for a longer period and with a
more open attitude ...Openness to art enables children to evaluate art works in a critical and
personally meaningful way. ” 9
The teacher guidelines also look at the practical organisational issues for school, saying:
“School planning should also provide for opportunities to see, to reflect on and to appreciate
art forms from our own and other cultures, whether at first hand or in reproduction (author’s
emphasis) ” 10.
The specific materials available are also referred to in the section on ‘Identifying support for
implementation’. This includes specific reference to programmes being available on CDRom, but the only Irish CD listed is the National Gallery product, which we will discuss in
greater detail later. In terms of teacher’s own planning, the guidelines state:
“They (the children) should have many opportunities to contemplate a wide variety of great
achievements in the visual arts and enjoy them for their own sake, " but...
“An art work should always be used as a stimulus to imaginative activity, however, and not
as a excuse for imitation or pastiche ”11.

In outlining its Exemplars, the guidelines devote a whole section to this, giving an individual
exemplar for each of the class groupings. It also lists a number of questions that could be
used in teasing out children’s attitudes, and in helping them to look critically at the works, in
representational and non-representational art (what we would term figurative and abstract art)
and in sculpture. The exemplars, using two Irish and two International artists, give a strong
indication of the progression the Department envisage in developing children’s observational
skills, graduating from:

“What is this picture about?...What colours do you see?... Is the paint smooth, blobhy,
creamy?”, 12.
When looking at Jack B. Yeats’ The Singing Horseman, with an infant class, to:

“Is the wall behind her near or far away? How do you know?... Why did he do the face in
more detail?... Can you describe the mood?”, 13.
When looking at ‘Study of the Artist’s Wife’ by Augustus John, with a fifth or sixth class
group.

2.9 Role of Information Technology
The Guidelines also refer to the use of ICT, saying that the technologies

“Can be used to broaden and enhance children’s experience and understanding of art” 14.
While devoting attention to the possibilities of using ICT to create art, it also points to the
possibilities of using CD-Rom to explore the collections of museums and art galleries,
saying:

“The teacher can use them to devise projects and tasks in looking at andd responding to art,
to be carried out by the children. ” 15

2.10 Teacher Guidelines- ICT
The most recent document relevant to the use of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) in primary schools has not yet been released to schools. In fact, a total of
just 1,500 copies have been printed by the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment.
The document ‘Information and Communication Technologies’, was produced in draft form
in March of 2001, and the author is indebted to Mr. Paul Brennan, co-ordinator of the ICT
section of the NCCA for making a copy available. The document is designed to show how
ICT should be integrated into the curriculum, as outlined above in the Revised curriculum. It
quickly shows its emphasis:

“The development and availability of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
provides teachers and children with a powerful learning medium that can give particular
support to the learning principles and learning strategies of the curriculum. It is important
that the great potential of ICT as a learning resource be used in a way that will bring
maximum benefit to children in their learning. ”i6.
As with the British report which we shall read about in the next chapter, this document also
puts the use of ICT in schools in a wider societal context:

“Children in our schools today will need to develop the attitudes, understanding and skills in
ICT that will enable them to be successful in their future lives as citizens living in the
‘Information Society’. ” 17
It then cites state development agency Forfas who describe the information Society thus:
“A society in which advanced technologies are used to improve the living and working
conditions of all our citizens. ” 18.
When developing the General Principles of ICT in the classroom, the document again stresses
what the priority should be as ‘the integration of ICT with the school curriculum should be
directed towards enhancing teaching and learning’19.
When it makes recommendations regarding planning for using ICT in a whole-class
grouping, the subject of visual arts is referred to:
“The teacher may use the computer to demonstrate a particular concept, to display a piece of
art, or as an electronic blackboard...it can become a powerful tool in the teaching and
learning process ” 20.
The report divides software into two distinct types, ‘Content-free’ (e.g. word processors, art
packages such as MS Paint etc.), and ‘Content-rich’, which it says is:
“Structured in such a way that the environment provides more structured support in the
performance of more focused set of tasks closely associated with the soft\\’are...in such forms
as disks, CDs and internet sources. ”21
In a further sub-division of Content-rich software, it describes the type of software being
developed in this project as ‘Reference Software’, describing its main advantage as providing
access to a wide range of information and materials. Overall, the report is extremely
enthusiastic about the integration of ICT, and stresses the importance of computers being
used in an integrated way in each classroom.
The author has been informed that a specific set of guidelines for the use of ICT in the Visual
Arts curriculum will soon be released.

Chapter 3
The International Context
3.1 International Statements.
“Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the
arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits ”
Article 27, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948. i
“Every child has the right to leisure, play and voluntary participation in sports activities. He
must also be able to engage in social, cultural and artistic activities ”
European Charter on the Rights of the Child, 19922
These are clear statements of the right of every human to have ownership over the area which
has become known as the Arts. In reality however, even the mention of the phrase ‘the arts’
in Ireland, and in many other countries, appears to alienate a large sector of the population,
who believe that these areas are the preserve of the privileged few.
A number of countries have been endeavouring to change this situation, in order to meet their
obligations arising out of these key International rights documents, but also occasionally to
meet the aims of their own desires to improve the lot of every citizen.
3.2 The British Experience.
Ireland is now reflecting practices adopted in other jurisdictions previously. The most
obvious learning point for this country has always been our nearest neighbours, the United
Kingdom. A number of major reports have been produced in this area in the UK. In 1998 the
national government established the National Advisory Committee on Creative and Cultural
Education, with its aim being:
“To make recommendations to the Secretaries of State on the creative and cultural
development ofyoung people through formal and informal education. ” 3
Their research officer, Mathilda Marie Joubert, is quite clear that the subject is not a narrow
one. In her view, “Creative and cultural education are not subjects that you can teach 10 o’
clock on a Friday morning. They are basic functions of education as a whole.” 4 This is very
in-keeping with our own revised curriculum, which says, “The development of perceptual
awareness helps the child to enjoy and interpret the visual environment and art works and can
facilitate learning in all areas of the curriculum” 5

3.3 Guiding Political Philosophy.
The major guiding document in the U.K. at present is the report produced by the NACCCE in
1999, called “All our Futures: Creativity, Culture and Education.” The political context for
this report is set from the beginning, with Prime Minister Tony Blair M.P. saying
'‘Our aim must he to create a nation where the creative talents of the people are used to build
a true enterprise economy for the twenty first century century - where we compete on brains,
not brawn. ”6.
While many traditional members of the artistic community would be taken aback by the use
of such market- oriented language, the report makes it clear that it is committed to equality of
access, stating:
“The Government is committed to promoting the creative abilities and cultural
understanding of all young people through education. ” 7
In particular, the report involves itself in the long- standing debate between the ‘traditional
approach’ to education, and that of a more inclusive, relevant model. It points out that when
the previous school curriculum was devised, 80% of British employment was in the manual
labour sector, whereas increasingly, employment in today’s environment is knowledge or
creativity based.
They argue that far from being irrelevant to raising standards of general educational
standards, as the ‘Back to Basics’ movement of the Thatcher era would have argued, that
encouraging artistic and cultural education is fundamental to building a better society. In this
sense, they join forces with noted Educationalist, Howard Gardner, who argues his theory of
multiple intelligences. The report states:
“Ability comes in many forms and should not he defined only by traditional academic
criteria. Academic ability alone will no longer guarantee success or personal achievement.
Every child has abilities beyond the traditionally academic. Children with high academic
ability may have other strengths that are often neglected. Children who struggle with
academic work can have outstanding abilities in other areas. Equally, creative and cultural
education of the type we propose can also help to raise academic standards. The key is to
find what children are good at. Self confidence and self esteem then tend to rise and overall
performance to improve. ” s.
3.4 Equal Place for the Arts.
In fact, the report in its Recommendations for a national strategy recommends a radical
resetting of priorities, calling for parity of treatment for seven curricular areas:
□ Language and literacy
□ Mathematics and numeracy
□ Science education
□ Arts education{2iU\hovs italics)
□ Humanities education
□ Physical education
□ Technological education
Those teachers who have been accustomed, like the author, to spending in excess of 80% of
the school day teaching subjects relating exclusively related to the first two headings, or

10

indeed any student who participated in our traditional academic based curriculum, will realise
just how fresh this thinking is.
Credit must also be given to the NACCCE for making place for the opinions of those whose
input isn’t normally considered in these matters. One of the must insightfiil quotes in the
publication comes from master philosopher and entertainer, Lenny Henry!
“There are people in the world who have to create to live- iTs just something they have to
do. There are others who live to create... and then there are people (most of us I think)
who are creative^ but don V know what to do with it- how to use it. I think these people
could be nudged in the right direction by teachers!** 9
3.5 Economic Value of Arts Education.

Returning to the value of artistic and creative education to society in general, it argues that
employers are looking for more than the traditional academic results, saying:
“They want people who can adapt, see connections, innovate, communicate and work with
others. 10.
They point out that many businesses are paying for courses which encourage creativity, skills
which the education system has failed to inculcate heretofore.
3.6 Importance of New Technology.

Interestingly, the report refers directly to the impact of new technologies in the education
sector, saying that new technologies:
“are providing unprecedented access to ideas, information, people and organisations
throughout the world, as well as to new modes of creativity, personal expression, cultural
exchange and understanding... New technologies offer unprecedented opportunities for young
people to broaden their horizons; to find new modes of creativity and to deepen their
understanding of the world around them. ’’ //.
In the context of this study, however, one contributor sounds a very valid warning note. Lord
Puttnam of Queensgate says that:
“Technology is only ever going to be as effective as the quality of the teacher controlling its
use. More than ever, it is the quality of that teacher as the leader of classroom practice and
the deliverer of change that is vital. Highly motivated and highly skilled teachers are the key
that can unlock the potential of every child in Britain... Technology is a bridge to content, not
a destination. ” 12.
3.7 RSA Report- Seeing the Problems.

A far more critical report came in 1995 from the Royal Association for the encouragement of
Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (RSA). The report’s title, ‘Guaranteeing an entitlement to
the Arts in schools’ gives a clear indication of its intentions. Given the political climate of the
time, as already referred to in the previous report, it highlights the problems of the time,
saying
“There is a growing disparity in the ability of schools to meet the minimum requirements of
the National Curriculum. In addition, many schools are unable to go beyond that minimum
and offer pupils a more wide-ranging andfulfilling experience of the arts”u.
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That said, many Irish teachers would love to face the problems then being experienced by our
neighbours. The report talks for instance of only a third of art classes in primary schools
being conducted by outside experts in the arts. Given that the use of outside teachers is a very
new phenomenon in Irish education, being promoted in the Revised curriculum, and given
that it is unlikely that sufficient resources will be provided by Government, the aim of
reaching a third of lessons being provided by outsiders would seem a long way off
The RSA report refers to the 1990 document by the National Curriculum Council “The Arts
5- 16: A curriculum Framework.” It refers directly to the importance of art appreciation,
which is central to this project, saying that one of the reasons why arts appreciation is so
important is that

'‘Understanding existing work in the arts in all forms gives them (children) vivid access to
ideas, values and beliefs of other people and to the achievements of human culture. ” m.
The NCC document recommends:

“a balance in the teaching of the arts between pupils' creative work and their critical
understanding of the work of other people. ” 15
Dr. Peter Brinson, former director of the Gulbenkian Foundation in London, returns to the
theme that dominates the later ‘All our futures’ document, emphasising the added value of
arts education.

“The greatest resource possessed by any nation is the imagination of its people. Imagination
nourishes invention, economic advantage, scientific discovery, technological advance, better
administration, jobs, communities and a more secure society. The arts are principal trainers
of imagination...The arts can enrich, not replace, the literacy, numeracy, science and
technology we needfor prosperity. ” 15.
3.8 Resource Shortages.
The report also carries details of research carried out into resources in British schools. In
relation to primary schools, it finds for instance that 25% of teachers consider they are not
well prepared to teach art, that ‘only a few’ schools have specific classrooms or studios for
art, and that one third of schools rely on commercial sponsorship for arts projects.
Interestingly, with the art appreciation area having already been introduced, the inspectorates
were reporting that ‘The knowledge and understanding element of the National Curriculum is
given insufficient’ and crucially that:

“Few classrooms contain well-displayed collections of interesting artefacts and prints of
paintings. ” 17
The RSA report quotes the high aims of the British system, with the National Curriculum
stating that that each pupil should have the right to

“go to concerts; see plays in the theatre; attend opera, ballet and contemporary dance
performances; visit art galleries and museums on a regular basis throughout their
schooling” ig.
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3.9 Future Includes New Technologies.
Making specific recommendations regarding new technology, which is also central to this
project, the report recommends that:
'‘The development of new technologies, such as CD- Rom and Internet, and the proliferation
of existing forms of communications such as cable television and radio networks should be
used to develop training, educational and performance opportunities for schools. ” 19.
The report cites examples of good practice in an appendix titled ‘Examples of Good
Provision’. One of the examples given is worth quoting, as an example of what this project
aims to contribute to:
“As the pupils progress through the school, all teachers present them with a wide- ranging
experience of styles, methods and media. This is achieved both through extensive practical
work and through the regular study of the work of other artists... Other curriculum areas,
notably English, science and music, are frequently enhanced by an artistic dimension. The
work is well supported by a good range of resources. There are quantities of equipment and
materials to support all the forms of work offered. Computers are used extensively in the art
programme and the school has a good kiln and an excellent supply of art reference books. ”
20. (Author’s emphasis)
Both of the above reports dwell heavily on the problems experienced on the provision of the
arts in disadvantaged areas. One exciting project to attempt to reverse this problem was
conducted in the Dingle area of Toxteth, Liverpool. The ‘Artskills’ project involved a
combination of art, information technology and vocational skills. The area has one of the
highest unemployment rates in England, but the results of this project were outstanding. In
all, 20% of participants gained employment as a result, 42% went on to further education and
14% became involved in voluntary work in their communities. The comments in the report
reflect the success of the project:
“Involvement in the arts can encourage imagination, self-expression, self-belief and
communication. These are key to believing there is a place in the worldfor you, and in going
out and getting it. ” 21.
“There are ways of encouraging young people to opt in to society by expanding their
horizons, building confidence and skills and giving them a stake in their own community. The
arts can play a key part in this process. ’’ 22.
“Participating in arts projects gives young people the resources not Just to work in the arts,
but also to engage in our society as a whole. ” 23
Given the success of such projects with teenagers in such severely disadvantaged areas, the
question must be asked of Government, both in Ireland and Britain, whether such activities,
properly resourced at primary school level, could contribute significantly to improving life
chances for such young people, and probably at much lower cost than subsequent
intervention. Surely, the prevention would be more successful than the cure.
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Chapter 4
Review of Existing Resource Materials
4.1 Introduction.
In order to assess the need for any potential product in the area, it was firstly necessary to
review the existing resource provision in Irish schools. The materials examined here include
books, videos and CD-Rom software packages. The actual usage of these materials among
Irish teachers is analysed to in the research which the author carried out (see Chapter 5)
4.2 International CD-Rom Products.
The author began with an examination of the CD-Rom products available at present. These
are unfortunately confined to two Irish-based products. Surprisingly, other institutions abroad
have not yet progressed into this area, with the National Gallery in London producing its
‘National Gallery Complete Illustrated Catalogue’ in 1997. The gallery reports it to be selling
very heavily, and have informed the author that a revised edition will be available fi’om
August 2001. Priced at Stg£55, it is not a cheap product, and surprisingly, no educational
price was available. The gallery was unable to provide details of how the product was
developed. Interestingly, the gallery pioneered the use of in-house multimedia, being the first
gallery in the world to open a multi-media facility, its Micro-Gallery, in 1991.
The Louvre museum in Paris, which obviously houses many of the world’s most famous
masterpieces has recently changed fi*om CDROM to DVD-Rom for its ‘Le Louvre, a virtual
tour’ product. Again, this product is relatively expensive, at US$43.90.
In the US, the National Gallery of Art in Washington D.C. also has its own CD-Rom, titled
‘National Gallery of Art, Washington, CD-Rom’, priced at USS34.95. It contains the work of
600 artists, featuring 1,500 works.
However, many of the world’s leading galleries, including the Tate Gallery in London, the
Prado museum in Madrid and the Guggenheim Galleries in New York, and Bilbao, list no
CD-Rom or DVD products in their on-line catalogues.
4.3 Evaluation of Educational Software - NCTE Guidelines.
The author, like most teachers with any experience of using Educational Software has his
own informal methods of evaluating software, either for personal home, or research use, or
for its use with children in the classroom. However, a very useful guide to evaluation has
been produced in recent months. This publication, produced by the National Centre for
Technology in Education (NCTE), is titled ‘Evaluating Educational Software: A Teacher’s
Guide’, and provides what it terms an evaluation fi'amework for this purpose. It is presented
as follows:
1. Summary
□ Give a brief description of the program and how it can be used in the classroom.
2. Overview of teaching with this title
□ What curriculum areas does this software title support. Please list the curriculum
strands and objectives addressed.
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Can special needs students use this software title? If the answer is yes, please give
details on how.
Does this title contribute to the learning process in a way that cannot be achieved
equally well by other (non-computer based) resources?
How did you use the software title?
In your opinion, how best can this product be used in a classroom setting?
(a) individual (b) pairs (c) small groups (d) whole class
3. Content
□ Is the content accurate, reliable and up to date?
□ Is it culturally, gender and/or racially biased?
□ Is the language and/or product style appropriate for the target age group?
□ Does the programme have multiple levels of difficulty and challenge?
□ Does the user have control over the rate of delivery and level of difficulty?
□ How is the information structured to support learning?
□ Is the software designed to tap a variety of learning modes - for example,
visual, aural and linguistic?
4. Design and Navigation
□ Is the on-screen help useful and appropriate and available at all times?
□ Is the interface simple enough to be used with little or no reading of the
documentation?
□ Can the user by-pass the introductory sequence?
□ Can you get in and out of the section you want easily; can you bookmark
where you’ve been, or record individual users’ places so that they can restart
from where they left off?
□ What is the nature of the feedback the program provides to students?
□ Is there a record keeping or record management system, and can these be
printed out?
5. Installation and Use
□ Does the product auto-load or do you have to install it manually?
□ Does this product launch quickly enough for classroom use?
□ Does the program respond quickly enough to input from the child?
□ Is there a network version of the program available? i
As can be seen from the above list, it is based predominantly on software which children
would use directly. Many of the criteria are relevant to software designed for teachers’
resource use also, and the author has italicised those he feels most relevant. The analysis of
the two Irish-based products was conducted using the basic headings recommended by the
NCTE.
4.4 National Gallery CD-Rom.
In Ireland, our main gallery is the National gallery of Ireland in Merrion Square has led the
way in terms of multi- media facilities. It has the only CD-Rom product which has been
produced by any of the Irish galleries. It is titled ‘National Gallery of Ireland (A virtual tour
of Ireland’s art treasures). It also led the field in terms of in- house multi-media presence,
with IBM Ltd. developing a touch screen unit in 1998. It was arising from this work that the
same company also produced the CD- Rom product. Unfortunately, this quickly becomes
apparent, with the first welcoming screen asking the user to ‘Touch the History button for an
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audio-visual presentation on the history of the gallery’. This makes it clear that the product
was not specifically developed as a CD-Rom product.
The History section is quite well presented, even if the language is more than a little ‘formal’.
One user found the accent of the narrator to be very off-putting and wondered why a
distinctly Irish voice could not be found to carry put such work. This may be a small
complaint but other navigational problems exist. This section runs automatically, with no
opportunity to move backward or forward, without exiting from this section completely.
From a user interface perspective, the touch-screen emphasis again comes to the fore, with a
click on the screen, rather than a button-based exit mechanism.
A further shortcoming is the lack of a choice of language in the commentary. Although this
choice exists in the on-screen text, it cannot be accessed through any mechanism on-screen.
When the author examined the background files by entering Windows Explorer and looking
at the background files, he was surprised to find a subdivision of the Audio files into English
and Irish. The Irish language versions could be opened, and played. Unfortunately, the
facility was not available on the CD, making its use in Gaelscoileanna, for instance, more
limited than it could be, as well as for Irish speaking families, like the authors, for, instance.
The next section of the CD-Rom is the ‘Touching Art’ section. In comparison with the
forementioned international products, the scale is modest, containing 100 paintings in all.
That said, the information contained is excellent, and more accessible than in the History
section. It is also considerably more interactive. It begins with a choice from six different
sections: Floorplan, Themes, Chronology, Index, Map and Internet.
The first option, ‘Floorplan’, is largely self-explanatory, allowing the user to choose between
the two floors in the gallery (slightly smaller than the virtual tour on the Louvre website!),
and then allows one to choose one of the rooms on that floor. When one enters the Spanish
room, for instance on the first floor, one can then select from the artists in that room. The
author selected Goya in this room to be given a view of one painting. This screen in turn had
a number of options, including linking to a new screen giving biographical details of the
artist. Another link brought the user to a screen detailing the size of the painting and its
location within the museum. Another feature throughout the CD-Rom is the ability to click
on a part of the painting, causing that section to be brought up in greater detail. Another
feature on this page was one which detailed a particular topic relevant to the picture, in this
case ‘Conservation’. In this clever section, conservation work on various paintings, including
the featured one were shown, including the works before and after conservation.
One of the problems again rising from the non CD-Rom specific design was the inability to
exit. This could only be attained by using the Previous Page button in the top left-hand comer
of each screen. The upshot of this was having to reverse through four screens to get back to
the ‘Touching Art’ feature page.
The next sub-sect ion of the ‘Touching Art’ division of the CD is based around a series of
fifty-four ‘Themes’. These range from the expected Landscape section through to the
definitely unexpected (at least in an educational sense) Seduction section. Neatly laid out in
alphabetical order across two entry screens, each section brings one into four to six paintings
on the theme in question. There is considerable scope here for the cross curricula linkages
proposed in the revised curriculum, with themes like Saints, Old Testament and Virgin Mary
having a clear connection to the Religion curriculum, while the Soldiers, Social Comment
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and Mythology sections would be easily incorporated into the History. The Musicians section
has obvious links to this part of the arts curriculum.
Returning to the Touching Art screen, the next option is that of ‘Chronology’. This is
presented as a simple but effective time line, with a range, if small, of paintings from the 14*^.
Century up to the 20*^. This is done in a series of vertical sections. A further subdivision is
carried out horizontally, in terms of countries from which the paintings came, ranging from
Irish to Russian. One of the criticisms which could validly be made is a total representation of
any non- European art, even American. This would have obvious drawbacks in the current
climate of multicultural education. The second criticism would be a lack of Modem Art, with
the last painting featured being a 1951 picture by Jack Yeats. Using material from other
museums or galleries whose remit belongs in these areas would obviously overcome such
shortcomings. In fairness to the National Gallery, this product simply reflects the remit of
their institution.
Linked to the Chronology section is the ‘Map’ section, which allows one to click on a
country to explore its art. The Irish section features a respectable 21 paintings across a range
of periods, with the Italian section not surprisingly pipping it as the largest, with 25 paintings
on display. The Greek and Russian displays are not so lucky, featuring just one exhibit each.
In each case in all of these screens, you are linked back to the larger screen on the painting,
with the biography, theme notes etc. as described in the paragraph on ‘Floor Plan’ above. One
superb feature which must be mentioned, however, and which the children who explored the
CD for the author commented on was the ability to click on sections of the painting, causing
the section to be magnified in great detail. This is the type of interaction, which children and
some more mature children love.
The second last section is the ‘Index’ facility, which allows the user to search by artist, or by
painting title. This facility is laid out in a user-friendly manner, allowing navigation through
an attractive grid of letters which bring up artists alphabetically, or by scrolling down through
alphabetical panels. These panels in turn link back to the core painting screens described
previously.
Finally, the ‘Internet’ screen simply allows a link to the National gallery website. This occurs
when you click on the screen option in the ‘Touching Art’ menu page. Your web browser is
automatically opened, with a request for you to click on an icon in the page display area.
Doing this results in the Dial-up Connection dialog box opening, prompting you to enter your
username and password to log on. Completion of this task automatically starts the connection
to www nationalgallerv ie. and appears to be relatively foolproof
Thus on an overall level, this is a well structured and attractive package. A number of
obvious things are omitted, such as a glossary and a help facility, and the occasional trouble
with navigation is bothersome. Another problem in a classroom setting is the inability to print
off the paintings featured, thus allowing their display in class. The author also found that the
Print Screen facility on the keyboard failed to activate such a process. They can be accessed
by the more expert user by viewing the background files in Explorer. While the Gallery has
obvious copyright reasons for not allowing easy reproduction, and in fairness they do have
posters and other reproductions available in the Gallery shop, (though not on-line,
unfortunately) it would be a major advantage to the class teacher, short of resources as
already described.
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4.5 Book of Kells.
The next CD-Rom product available on the Irish market is the ‘Book of Kells’, produced by
Trinity College Library, Dublin. This product was published in 2000, by the college, and
produced for them by a company called ‘X Communications’, in Dublin. I made contact with
Marie Redmond of the company, who gave me background information on the product. She
told me that it had been produced using Macromedia Director. Unusually, however, this is
not acknowledged in the sleeve notes or on the product itself, despite this being a stipulation
of use of all Macromedia software.
The first thing that comes to one’s notice when the CD is opened is the necessity to change
your machine display settings. The lead screen informs you that
“This application requires your monitor to be set to a minimum resolution of 1024 x 768
pixels and 65536 colours. ”
To be fair to the company, they give a reasonably straightforward set of instructions for
doing so, although it does involve writing down these instructions before quitting the
application. However, the resultant change of settings would be quite off-putting, particularly
for a non-expert user.
The package itself, however, is a fine one. It is very simple and clever, with a plain black
screen creating a beautiful contrast for the colourful artwork, now over 1500 years old. The
opening screen unveils the set structure which remains throughout the package. This includes
a drop down menu at the top of each screen. This is similar to a web-based application, and
cleverly disappears after you click on your required option. The five headings are ‘About the
book’, ‘Themes’, ‘Featured Pages’, ‘The Book’ and ‘Help’. Unlike the National Gallery
product, the exit mechanism is clear throughout with a simple | > |
button in the top right hand comer. This is complemented by a similar box with a back arrow,
which allows on e to move to the previous page.
Looking through the various menu options which drop down fi'om the headings already
mentioned, one finds a list of subsections in the’About the book’ section which include ‘The
art of the book’, ‘Trinity College Library, Dublin’, From Scotland to Kells’, all of these
providing introductory information, with more complex sections dealing with ‘Inks and
pigments’, ‘Illumination, decoration and interlace’ etc. One of the most interesting sections
here is that titled ‘Contemporary Arts’, which gives the context of the times, by comparing
the artistic features of the book, with, not alone similar books of the time, but also with
contemporary metalwork, including the Ardagh chalice, and other artefacts. Again the format
of the screen in each individual section is identical, but three additional buttons add to the
usability of the package. Each screen is accompanied by narration which follows the onscreen
progression of the images.
This narration is superbly clear, and is worthy of mention. For Irish viewers, the voices of
television and religious journalist, Olivia ‘O Leary, and that of actor Stephen Rea are
unmistakable, but it is the gentle pacing of the commentary which is most striking. The
narration is accompanied by a progress bar, immediately below the screen which lets the user
know where he or she is. The accompanying buttons allow one to pause the commentary to
simply view the picture being displayed. The second allows one to play or resume playing,
while the third allows the user to restart that particular piece of commentary and picture
sequence. One factor which the author thought to be a possible disadvantage was that of a
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total absence of text. This would preclude people with auditory problems, for instance, from
benefitting from the package, unlike the National Gallery CD which contained both.
Interestingly, those who like the author, are familiar with the ‘Authorware’ process for
authoring CD-Rom would presume that the sequence of images fading into each other is
simply a transformation process. They will be surprised to discover that in fact the designers
recorded each of the sequences as movies in .mov format.
The next major heading is that of ‘Themes’. While we see a relatively small number of
subsections here, they introduce some very powerful elements. In the ‘Christ and his
symbols’ section for instance, we see the initial film sequence then augmented with a link to
a screen which allows us to explore the animals used in the book as symbols. This is done
simply through a button which asks the user to ‘View animals’. This results in a new screen
which allows us to select one type of animal, e.g. cats from a menu. We are then shown a
total of 39 magnified images of cats from the manuscript. A new button now appears in the
form of a cinema spool, allowing us to return to view the Movie sequence on the previous
page.
The next section sees a concentration on ‘Featured Pages’. In all, a total of fourteen pages are
featured. IN each page featured, the usual commentary again accompanies the movie, but
again a new feature emerges. We see a button with a magnifying glass, which allows us to
zoom in on a particular part of the page’s artwork. Unlike the similar facility in the National
Gallery CD, however, the area can be clicked and dragged, allowing the user to scroll around
the page, as one would with a real magnifying glass. The other buttons allow the user to enter
to enter the ‘Page Spread’ and ‘’Individual Page’ facilities as outlined below.
The next major heading allows access to the features most of interest to serious students of
the detail of the Book of Kells. In all, the total 300 pages are shown, either in full page format
or in double page spreads. These are accessed through the ‘Page Spread’ or ‘Individual
Pages’ sections. The Page Spread section has a very attractive feature, in which pressing on
an on arrow actually results in the page appearing to physically turn over as the next page is
called up. Unusually, you can pick any page along the progress bar at the bottom, and a
similar smooth turnover process occurs.
Finally, we turn to the ‘Help’ section. This section offers seven options. The first is a ‘Help’
section in which all the icons and their purposes are explained. It does not however, have a
search facility. The next section is a relatively brief, but informative. Glossary section. The
section on ‘Statistics’ gives the basic facts and dates involved in the history of the book,
while the ‘Bibliography’ section is self-explanatory. The section on the ‘Facsimile edition’
details a replica copy available, being produced using the same inks, calfskin etc. as the
original version. Those bargain hunters wishing to purchase one of the 1,480 limited copies
will be pleased to hear that it only costs US$18,000 per copy. The ‘Web site’ section simply
gives details of the URL of the site, and what the site contains. Unlike the National Gallery
CD, it does not launch the machine’s browser, and connect the user directly to the site.
Finally, the ‘Image credits’ section again speaks for itself
Finally, on a disappointing note of you are trying to access images from this product, it is
impossible. No printing facilities are available, either from the CD or from the files in
Explorer.
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4.6 Other Media Based Resources.
The other major media-based resource available in relation to art in Ireland is the ‘Picture
This’ publication from the Hugh Lane Gallery in Dublin. This is an excellent book and video
aimed at children who visit the Gallery. The author trialed this product with his own class of
third and fourth class boys (8-10 year olds), and found a great reaction to it. The tape is based
on two cartoon characters, Beefie and Brains, who explore the gallery and its collection. The
Brains character acts as guide, explaining such terms as impressionism and cubism, in a very
child-friendly way. The paintings covered include well-known masterpieces from Monet,
Degas, Whistler, as well as from Irish artists Osborne, Jack B. Yeats, and living artists like
Tony ‘O Malley. Each section contains biographical information on the artist, notes on the
piece and in some cases a project based on the piece shown. For example a painting by Harry
Kernoff, showing a view of Baggot Street emphasises perspective and the book recommends
a painting of the child’s own street, using the ‘vanishing points’ technique used in the picture.
Overall the product is probably best suited to senior primary or post-primary school students.
One criticism of the book and video is its Dublin emphasis. The language of the child
characters featured is heavily Dublin oriented, but the graphics of both book and video, which
were produced by Dublin Company ‘Grafliks’, make it a very impressive piece of material.
At £10 for the book and video, it is exceptional value, and the author would certainly
recommend it for any school. Again, as with the other products, reproduction from the book
or video would be difficult.
4.7 Art Books.
A number of good quality publications are available, aimed at the educational market. Again,
the galleries are the main publishers. The aforementioned Hugh Lane gallery has a beautiful
book called ‘Images and Insights’ produced in 1993. It features 63 Irish artists and 43
International artists. One piece of work from each artist is included in full colour illustration
on the right hand leaf, while it is accompanied on the left by detailed notes on the author. The
quality of this 285-page book is superb.
4.8 Exploring art at the National Gallery.
The National Gallery has produced two major publications, both aimed at teachers, and also
the general public. The first, produced in 1995 is ‘Exploring art at the National Gallery’. The
author, Marie Bourke sets out the aim of the pack thus:
‘‘Exploring Art is designed to encourage adults and young people to discover the fun and
excitement of looking at pictures in the National Gallery’s wonderful collection. It is a
handbook for parents, teachers and young people who have an active interest in but not an
in-depth knowledge of art. ” 24.

Rather than taking each individual artist, the paintings are instead taken as themes, with
Chapter 5 the major focus of this. These themes include, ‘Portraits and Faces’, ‘Scenes from
the life of Christ’, ‘Still life, fimit and flowers’, ‘Landscape and country life’, and
‘Narratives’. Other chapters include excellent guidance on visiting the gallery, looking at
paintings; art styles ands periods and artistic themes. The language throughout is extremely
accessible, with excellent illustrations, and reeommendations for additional reading at each
chapter end. Again, a comprehensive Glossary is provided. From a teacher’s perspective, the
real bonus with this pack is the set of worksheets provided. There are ten primary sehool
worksheets, and ten at second level. Unfortunately, they are pretty much based on an actual
visit to the gallery, limiting their usefulness to teachers remote from Dublin. A set of twelve
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slides is provided, but they do not include the paintings featured in the worksheet activities.
Another drawback is that few schools now use a slide projector. On the other hand, they do
offer the benefit of enlargement of pictures, so difficult without expensive computer
projection equipment or large posters.

4.9 Discover Irish Art at the National Art Gallery.
The next publication, ‘Discover Irish Art at the National Art Gallery’, is also from the same
source, and is co-authored by Marie Bourke, although joined on this occasion by Sighle
Bhreathnach-Lynch. This is a similar production to the Hugh Lane book mentioned above,
featuring one piece of art on the right leaf, opposite a biographical piece on the left leaf This
piece contains considerably more detail on the actual painting as an aid to interpreting the
piece. The Introduction chapter also features a comprehensive review of the history of Irish
art in the past five centuries. Like the previous pack, this book is also accompanied by twelve
slides, thankfully different from the previous twelve. It is also worth noting that both of these
titles were distributed free to schools in recent years.
It must be said that most arts festivals and local theatres/galleries now regularly host quality
visual arts exhibitions. Some exhibitions have very high standards of presentation, although
equally as many, if not more leave the interpretation to the viewer.
These then are the major resources available to Irish schools and teachers. As will become
clear in the next chapter, most teachers consider they are considerably under-equipped to deal
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Chapter 5
Primary Research
5.1 Survey Objectives.
The author decided to compile a questionnaire to determine the viability or otherwise of the
project. The objectives of the survey were as follows
□ To determine teachers interest in, knowledge of and participation in the visual arts.
□ To examine the training received by teachers in the revised curriculum and their
familiarity with proposed changes.
□ To examine resource provision in this area.
□ To determine computer usage, ability and basic interest in such a product.
5.2 Survey Compilation.
The survey was compiled using Microsoft Word. The author decided to use a series of
multiple choice questions, rather than open-ended opinion type questions. This would be
clearer for the respondents and would make analysis considerably simpler. A draft was
compiled and administered to a group of five teachers of varying ability and familiarity with
questionnaires. A number of changes were suggested. These included simple terminology
changes, including the inclusion of examples in Q. 8 and Q. 13 for example to increase
clarity, layout suggestions, involving the use of a table to improve the appearance of Q. 10.
The omission of the third day of the Department’s training programme was also corrected in
Q. 11.
Unfortunately, omissions are inevitable. In the process of collecting the responses, it emerged
that Q. 20 included a relatively serious omission. In the case of mainly urban, larger schools,
the existence of school computer rooms had not been listed as an option. That said most of
these teachers indicated this manually in their responses, allowing the inclusion of an
additional value in the analysis package. A more simple omission was the absence of the
newly released Book of Kells CDROM product (see page ** ) in Q. 9. This omission was as a
result of the author having been informed that it had not arrived in schools. In fact a more
comprehensive search in a number of principals’ offices confirmed Trinity Colleges assertion
that it had, in fact, been distributed.
5.3 Survey Distribution.
The author felt it essential to achieve a reasonable national distribution of the survey. In all
104 questionnaires were distributed. A total of 87 responses were received, giving a very high
response rate of 83.65%. Of this 29 were distributed in the authors local area. This resulted in
a 100% response rate. The reason for this was their distribution and collection on the
Department’s third training day.
In terms of geographical distribution, the following table illustrates the geographic spread
achieved. This was done by means of direct distribution to work colleagues almost all of
whom ensured the distribution and collection of the surveys. The author was quite satisfied
with the geographic spread achieved, although the fact that one colleague failed to return ten
questionnaires fi’om the Dublin area left a lower sample from the capital than he would have
liked.
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Where are you teaching

Valid

Frequency
30

Percent
34.5

Valid Percent
34.5

Cumulative
Percent
34.5

Limerick

9

10.3

10.3

44.8

South Kerry
Kilkenny

11

12.6

12.6

57.5

Tullamore

11

12.6

12.6

70.1

Galway

10

11.5

11.5

81.6

6

6.9

6.9

88.5
100.0

Dundalk
Dublin

10

11.5

11.5

Total

87

100.0

100.0

The number of teachers per school is also shown to be reasonably representative, as can be
seen from this table.
Number of teachers in school

Valid

Cumulative
Percent
11.5

Frequency
10

Percent
11.5

Valid Percent
11.5

2-5 teacher

15

17.2

17.2

28.7

5-10 teacher

15

17.2

17.2

46.0

2 teachers

10-20 teachers

30

34.5

34.5

80.5

More than twenty teachers

17

19.5

19.5

100.0

Total

87

100.0

100.0

5.4 Survey Contents.

The author compiled the enclosed questionnaire to determine a number of key issues around
the necessity for the proposed product. Its major objectives were to determine the level of
teacher’s interest in, and knowledge of the visual arts, as well as some basic information
regarding their school size, age, sex etc. A slightly more detailed examination of their
participation in arts activities was examined in Questions 8- 10, which looked at their use of
art pieces in the classroom, as advocated in the revised curriculum, their experience with the
previously mentioned materials which are currently available, and their pattern of use of
national and regional art galleries.
Section 2 of the questionnaire was designed to examine the level of training in the revised
curriculum which teachers had received and their knowledge of the changes proposed. It
continued to examine the resource provision in their school, in the light of the proposed
changes which are at the heart of this project. These questions asked the teachers’ opinions
regarding the availability of material pertaining to the different sections of the Visual Arts
curriculum, including books, videos and CDROMS of such material. Although this project is
principally concerned with paintings and painters, the author also included the other visual
arts disciplines in order to achieve a broad picture of resource availability.
Section 3 covered some basic questions about hardware availability and the ability of
teachers to use CDROM products as well as the Internet. Questions 23 to 29 tried to
determine the teachers’ attitudes as to whether the proposed product would actually be used
by teachers, whether they found it a useful idea and what the concentration of content should
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be. It also attempted to determine whether a web- based or CDROM based approach would
be best.
5.5 Survey Analysis.
Analysis of the survey results was carried out using the SPSS statistical software package. In
this case the Student version of SPSS was used. This involved the compilation of a database,
which would allow the easy recording and tabulation of the replies to each individual survey
as well as the subsequent analysis of the cumulative results of all the combined results.
The first major action needed was the compilation of the contents of the ‘variables’ necessary
to correspond with the full list of questions and possible responses contained in the survey.
This led to a total of 44 variables. As can be seen from the Variable View sheet (appendix
**), this does not correspond with the number of questions in the survey (a total of 29. This is
because two questions (Q. 9&10) had a list of separate options, all of which required a
Yes/No reply. This necessitated each sub-section being given its own variable. Thus variables
10 to 25 account for the larger number of variables necessary.
The next task was the setting of‘values’ for each of these variables. Many of these involved
two simple choices, as already discussed, but others involved a longer list of possibilities.
Examples of this include questions 2 to 8 in which a reasonably exact estimation of which
band in a continuum the respondent’s details fell. In the case of variable number 9 for
instance, which corresponds with Q. 8 on the questionnaire, a total of seven variables
attached to this response. An interesting inclusion here is the inclusion of value no. 7, which
has been termed ‘Not applicable’. The author had failed to make allowance for teachers not
actually teaching at present, including administrative principals, resource teachers etc.
The inclusion of Variable No. 1 does not correspond with a question on the survey, but rather
to the only piece of manual recording necessary. Thus, a value was added to each of the
locations from which surveys were collected and these results are displayed in Table **
above.
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5.6 Survey Results.
The full findings of the survey are shown in the Frequency output chart as shown in
Appendix B.
Outlined here, however are the main findings with which the survey is concerned.
51.7% of respondents are either actively or extremely interested in the visual arts, with only
9.2% having a very low level of interest.
Interest in visual arts

Valid

Frequency
Very low level of interest
8
Relatively interested
34
Actively interested

30

Percent
9.2

Valid Percent
9.2

Cumulative
Percent
9.2

39.1

39.1

48.3

34.5

34.5

82.8
100.0

Extremely interested

15

17.2

17.2

Total

87

100.0

100.0

63.4% had attended an art exhibition in the previous year.
Length since attended exhibition

Valid

More than a year ago

Frequency
31

Percent
35.6

Valid Percent
35.6

Cumulative
Percent
35.6

In the last 12 months

17

19.5

19.5

55.2

In the last 6 months

8
17

9.2
19.5

9.2

64.4

19.5

83.9

13

14.9

14,9

98.9

1
87

1.1

1.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

In the last 3 months
In the last month
Never
Total

Length since attended exhibition
H More than a year ago
I In the last 12 months
^ In the last 6 months
H In the last 3 months
H In the last month

I I Never
Pies show counts
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When we look at what is termed ‘cross- tabulation’ in SPSS, which allows us to examine one
piece of data in reference to another criterion, we see strong connection between the length
since teachers attended an exhibition, and where they teach, and presumably live.
Where are you teaching * Length since atteixled exNbition Crosstabulation

Length since attended exNbition

Where
are you
teaching

South Keny

Count
% within Length since
attended eschitiition

Limerick

More than
a year ago
15

In the last
12 months
5

In the last
6 months
2

In the last
3 months
2

In the last
month
5

48.4%

29.4%

25.0%

11.8%

38.5%

5

4

9

Count
% with in Length since
attended exhibition

Kilkenny

Count
% within Length since
attended exhibition

TullariDre

Count
% within Length since
attended exhibition

Galway

Count
% within Length since
attended exhibition

■Dundalk

Count
% within Length since
attended exhibition

Dublin

Count
% within Length since
attended exhibition

Total

Count
% within Length since
attended exhibition

Never

Total
1

30

100.0%

34.5%

29.4%

30,8%

10.3%

3

4

1

2

1

11

9.7%

23.5%

12.5%

11.8%

7.7%

12.6%

5

4

2

11

16.1%

23.5%

11.8%

12.6%

3

1

2

3

1

10

9.7%

5.9%

25.0%

17.6%

7.7%

11.5%

2

1

2

1

6

6.5%

5.9%

25.0%

5.9%

6.9%

3

2

1

2

2

10

9.7%

11.8%

12.5%

11.8%

15.4%

11.5%

31

17

8

17

13

1

87

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Length since attended exhibition
I More than a year ago
I In the last 12 months
Hi In the last 6 months
I In the last 3 months
I In the last month

I I Never
Pies show counts
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77% of respondents have no knowledge or only a basic knowledge of international artists,
with 83.9% professing the same regarding Irish artists.
Knowledge of National artists

Valid

Percent
74.7

Valid Percent
74.7

Cumulative
Percent
74.7

11

12.6

12.6

87.4

Quite good knowledge

3

3.4

3.4

90.8

No knowledge at all

8

9.2

9.2

100.0

87

100.0

100.0

Only a basic knowledge

Frequency
65

Reasonably good
knowledge

Total

Knowledge of International artists

Valid

Only a basic knowledge

Frequency
57

Percent
65.5

Valid Percent
65.5

Cumulative
Percent
65.5

16

18.4

18.4

83.9

4

4.6

88.5
100.0

Reasonably good
knowledge
Quite good knowledge
No knowledge at all

10

4.6
11.5

11.5

Total

87

100.0

100.0

72.5% had used a piece of art in the teaching of the subject in the previous year.
How long since you used piece of art in teaching

Valid

More than a year ago

Frequency
23

Percent
26.4

Valid Percent
26.4

Cumulative
Percent
26.4

In the last 12 months

13

14.9

14.9

41.4

In the last 6 months

15

17.2

17.2

58.6

In the last 3 months

11

12.6

12.6

71.3

In the last month

15
9

17.2

17.2

88.5

10.3

10.3

98.9

1

1.1

1.1

100.0

87

100.0

100.0

Never
Not applicable
Total
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How long since you used piece of art in teaching

Of existing materials, only a quarter at most had used any of the existing materials. 27% had
used Discover Irish Art publication, 26.4% had used the Esso/ National Gallery Picture
Posters (both of which were distributed to all schools), while the least used was the Images
and Insights book from the Hugh Lane Gallery.
Have you used Exploring Art

Valid

No

63

Percent
27.6
72.4

Total

87

100.0

Yes

Frequency
24

Valid Percent
27.6
72.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
27.6
100.0

The only CDROM product listed, the National Gallery virtual tour product, had only been
used by 6.9% of teachers.
Have you used National Art gallery CDROM

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Valid Percent
6.9

Cumulative
Percent
6.9

93.1

93.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

Frequency
6

Percent
6.9

81
87
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Have you used National Art gallery CDROM
I Yes
I No

Pies show counts

The three main Dublin galleries were the most visited with 87.4% having visited the National
gallery, 43.7% the Hugh Lane Gallery and 35.6% the Irish Museum of Modem Art.
Where are you teaching * Have you ever visited the National Gallery
Crosstabulation

Have you ever visited
the National Gallery
Yes
Where
are you
teaching

South Kerry

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Limerick

Kilkenny

Count
% within Where
are you teaching
Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Tullamore

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Galway

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Dundalk

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Dublin

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Total

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

No

Total

23

7

30

76.7%

23.3%

100.0%

8

1

9

88.9%

11.1%

100.0%

10

1

11

90.9%

9.1%

100.0%

10

1

11

90.9%

9.1%

100.0%

10

10

100.0%

100.0%

6

6

100.0%

100.0%

9

1

10

90.0%

10.0%

100.0%

76

11

87

87.4%

12.6%

100.0%

Regional Galleries had strong local loyalty, with the newest, the Sligo Municipal,
unsurprisingly having the lowest attendance at 3.4%.
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Where are you teaching * Have you ever visited the Hunt Gallery Crosstabulation
Have you ever visited
the Hunt Gallery
Yes
Where
are you
teaching

South Kerry

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Limerick

Kilkenny

73.3%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Count

1

10

11

9.1%

90.9%

100.0%

3

8

11

27.3%

72.7%

100.0%

1

9

10

10.0%

90.0%

100.0%

6

6

100.0%

100.0%

1

9

10

10.0%

90.0%

100.0%

23

64

87

26.4%

73.6%

100.0%

Count

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Dundalk

26.7%

9

% within Where
are you teaching
Galway

30

9

% within Where
are you teaching
Tullamore

22

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Dublin

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

Total

Total

No
8

Count
% within Where
are you teaching

69.9% of respondents had completed all three in-service days, with 89.7% knowing that the
art appreciation area is a central part of the curricular change.
Have you completed your inservice days

Valid

1 day
2 days
3 days
None
Total

Frequency
1
24
60
2
87

Percent
1.1
27.6
69.0
2.3
100.0

Valid Percent
1.1
27.6
69.0
2.3
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
1.1
28.7
97.7
100.0

Did you know study of art pieces part of teaching

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
78
9
87

Percent
89.7
10.3
100.0

Valid Percent
89.7
10.3
100.0

30

Cumulative
Percent
89.7
100.0

75.9% of respondents believe their school has insufficient resources to deal with the art
appreciation area.
Does your school have enough resources

Valid

Yes

Frequency
21

Percent
24.1

Valid Percent
24.1

Cumulative
Percent
24.1
100.0

No

66

75.9

75.9

Total

87

100.0

100.0

A reasonable figure of 60.9% said their schools had books showing paintings, but only 32.2%
knew of CDROM’s of art in their school, this despite the Book of Kells CD-Rom having
arrived in their schools in the previous months.
Does your school have CDROMs of art

Valid

Yes

Frequency
28

Percent
32.2

Valid Percent
32.2

Cumulative
Percent
32.2
100.0

No

59

67.8

67.8

Total

87

100.0

100.0

86.5% of teachers have a computer in their classroom, with almost all of these having a
CDROM drive.
Number of computers in your classroom

Valid

Frequency
53

Percent
60.9

Valid Percent
60.9

Cumulative
Percent
60.9

No computer

9

10.3

10.3

71.3

2 computers

11

12.6

12.6

83.9

3 or more computers

10

11.5

11.5

95.4

Not applicable

1

1.1

1.1

96.6

Computer Room

3

3.4

3.4

100.0

87

100.0

100.0

1 computer

Total

1 computer

2 computers
No computer

Not applicable

3 or more computers

Number of computers in your classroom

31

Computer Room

Does computer have a CD drive

Valid

Yes

Cumulative
Percent
82.8

Frequency
72

Percent
82.8

Valid Percent
82.8

14

16.1

16.1

98.9

1

1.1

1.1

100.0

87

100.0

100.0

No
Not applicable
Total

62% of teachers had a reasonably good or very good ability to use
CDROM.
How is your ability to use CDROM

Valid

Only a basic ability
Reasonably good ability

Cumulative
Percent
33.3

Frequency
29
37

Percent
33.3
42.5

Valid Percent
33.3
42.5

75.9

17

19.5

19.5

95.4

4

4.6

4.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

Reasonably familiar
No ability at all
Total

87

90.8% believed CDROM to be both a valuable teaching aid and to be an effective way of
accessing art material.
Is CDROM valuable teaching aid

Valid

Yes

Frequency
79

Percent
90.8

Valid Percent
90.8

8
87

9.2
100.0

9.2
100.0

No
Total

Cumulative
Percent
90.8
100.0

Is CDROM a good way to access art

Valid

Yes

Frequency
79

No
Total

Percent
90.8

Valid Percent
90.8

Cumulative
Percent
90.8
100.0

8

9.2

9.2

87

100.0

100.0

Only 25.3% of respondents’ classroom computers were connected to the internet, with less
than a third having used the web for research purposes.
Is your computer connected to the internet

Valid

Yes
No
Not applicable
Total

Cumulative
Percent
25.3

Frequency
22

Percent
25.3

Valid Percent
25.3

64

73.6

73.6

98.9

1

1.1

1.1

100.0

87

100.0

100.0
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Have you used internet for general research

Valid

Yes

Frequency
26

Percent
29.9

Valid Percent
29.9
70.1
100.0

No

61

70.1

Total

87

100.0

Cumulative
Percent
29.9
100.0

88.5% of respondents would prefer a CDROM- based product to web- delivered art material.
Which format of resources would you use

Valid

Internet based

Frequency
10

Percent
11.5

Valid Percent
11.5

Cumulative
Percent
11.5
100.0

CDROM based

77

88.5

88.5

Total

87

100.0

100.0

96.6% of respondents would like a CDROM product to feature a mix of Irish and
International artists.
Which should be the concentration of product

Valid

Irish Art
Combination of both
Total

Frequency
3
84
87

Percent
3.4

Valid Percent
3.4

96.6
100.0

96.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
3.4
100.0

5.7 Survey Conclusion.
It is clear that there would be considerable demand for the proposed product. It is also clear
that many teachers feel that there is a major lack of resources to help them in the art
appreciation area. Encouragingly, the overwhelming majority of teachers express a positive
outlook regarding a CDROM product. Importantly, the majority also has access to the
relevant hardware to allow use of such a product, and also to the necessary skills to use
CDROM.
In terms of content, it is firstly noticeable that teachers feel a major lack of knowledge of both
Irish and International artists, and that they feel that both categories deserve equal attention in
the product. This runs contrary to the authors expected outcome, which he felt would be
concentrated on Irish artists.
In terms of the decision as to whether such material should be made available in a web- based
format, the evidence is clear. With only a quarter of classroom computers connected to the
net, and no immediate Government plans to extend this, such a format would have clear
shortcomings.
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Chapter 6
Implementation of the Product.
6.1 Choice of Software

When choosing a software platform on which to develop the software product, the author
firstly consulted with a number of companies who are producing educational software,
particularly those with experience in the field of the visual arts. The first of these was a
company called ‘X Communications’ in Dublin, who produced the Book of Kells CD-Rom
reviewed in the last chapter. They are also responsible for the major multi-media installation
in the Hugh lane gallery in Dublin, which forms the centre of the Francis Bacon exhibit.
Their staff informed the author that both products had been produced, using ‘Macromedia
Director’. They also informed him that they have produced a number of products using the
Macromedia Company’s ‘Authorware’ range, with which he was previously familiar from
work on the M. Sc. Course. While Ms. Maire Redmond of the company advised of the
powerful nature of the Director product, she cautioned that a large ‘learning curve’ would be
involved in graduating from the struc*tures of Authorware to its more complex sister product.
This assertion was borne out by a company closer to home. ‘Fios Feasa’ of Dingle are a
company specialising in producing educational software, with an emphasis on the Irish
language. Among their best-known products are ‘Seanfliocail’, a CD-Rom of one hundred
proverbs in Irish; ‘RabhlaiRabhlai', an interactive book, produced uniquely with options for
each of the three major canuinti, or dialects of the language, and 'An Biobla Naofa ’ the only
interactive version of the bible in the Irish language. The author met with the company’s
American-born founders and they again reported usage of both Macromedia products.
Rabhlai Rabhlai' was produced on ‘Authorware’, while the company’s newest product,
'Cead Coisceim sa Ghaeilge ’ (First steps in Irish), was produced using ‘Director’, as was a
new touch-screen display for a museum in Ballyferriter, Co. Kerry.
They also advised that the time necessary for becoming familiar with ‘Director’ was far too
long given the time-scale for this project, recommending a six to twelve month learning
period. They also stated that they believed there was little necessity for using ‘Director’,
given the nature and size of the proposed product.
Another practical difficulty was the lack of access to the ‘Director’ product. The academic
price for ‘Director’ is IR£600, from www.micromail.ie. while downloading a trial version
from WWW, macromedia.com was infinitely difficult. Repeated e-mails to the company failed
to resolve the basic problems which many American companies provide for Irish users who
fail to fill in ‘Postcode’ and state fields in their online forms. The author had access to
‘Authorware’, on the other hand, both through an easily downloadable trial version (from the
same site!) and also in college labs.
6.2 ‘Authorware’ Features.

The ‘Authorware’ package is marketed by Macromedia as “The ultimate tool for building
multi-media information packages. It appears, from the evidence on the company’s web-site,
that it is used predominantly in the production of learning and education material. It is
capable of being used for producing web-based programmes, touch-screen type facilities or
other display materials. It would appear, however, that its main use is in the authoring of CDRom products, with a typical capacity of up to 700 megabytes.
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Authorware allows for a number of diverse media elements to be combined in the creation of
such products. Along with the normal text manipulation and creation facilities, commonly
available in every package from basic word processor facilities such as ‘Microsoft Word’ or
‘Appletext’ through to web editing packages, it can also import and manipulate graphics or
images in a similar fashion to these. Along with this, however, can be added audio files,
allowing for music or narration, and also video or movie clips. This can be added to with the
incorporation of ‘Flash’ and other animation facilities (this facility was an addition to the
current ‘Authorware 5’ version), while the package itself contains some basic animation
facilities also.
6.3 Structure of‘Authorware’.
Authorware 5 is based on a flowline principle. The dragging of ‘icons’ from a menu on the
left hand side of the screen allows the creation of the basic screens or ‘Display Objects’. The
dragging of these icons onto the provided flowline provides the user with a number of blank
screens on which he or she can begin to create the elements they wish to eventually display.
A number of facilities are available to the creator to use in these screens. A basic text writing
tool allows one to simply type the required content, while the font type, size, colour,
alignment etc. can also be varied and manipulated. An arrow on the toolbar indicates an
ability to click on blocks of text or graphics, and click or drag them around the screen to the
required location. A number of unusual facilities allow such blocks to be aligned with each
other in various templates, while the standard ‘Copy’, ‘Cut’ and ‘Paste’ facilities allows for
the duplication of features, either within the same screen or on several.
The next advance on the ‘Display Objects’ facility, is the ability to create a framework of a
number of screens, for instance on a related topic. This is done by dragging a ‘Map’ icon
from the toolbar. When this map is opened up, several ‘Display Objects’ or screens can be
incorporated in the framework. This also serves to allow for much clearer organisation within
the structure. If it did not exist, even a basie program involving twenty or less screens would
become quite unwieldy.
The most important facility of‘Authorware’ however, is its navigational structure. The basic
unit of movement is the ‘Interaction’ icon, which in turn allows for the creation of a number
of methods of movement. Thus a button or even an invisible area can be created on a screen,
which when touched, clicked on by a cursor using a mouse, or even just moved over, the end
user can immediately jump to another sereen or file type. The option generally used here is
the ‘Hotspot’ one, which creates such invisible areas, over which images or text can be
added.
Another method of achieving movement on-screen, although not at the behest of the end user,
is the use of the ‘Transition’ and ‘Wait’ facilities. The former allows text or images to appear
or disappear in a number of ways, giving the impression of movement, while the latter allows
a time gap to exist in the adding on or taking away of elements. In this context, it is worth
noting that what appears to the user as one screen may in fact be several, combined into one,
appearing in a quite dynamic fashion, but relatively easily achieved.
The final facility worthy of mention is the ‘Import’ menu. This allows one to import either an
image, sound or text file, although the latter is, like importation of text into web-editing
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packages, troublesome to say the least. The movie and audio importation functions are more
easily achieved through the icons provided on the tool bar.
6.4 Planning the Product - Language Option
The initial stage of producing this product was the planning one. This was done by a process
of story boarding, which involves planning the basic layout of the product, using physical
outlays of the screens involved. The first consideration for the author was a language one.
Given that this would be a product which would be available to all teachers, it is crucial that
allowance be made for Gaeltacht schools and Gaelscoileanna, in both of which teachers teach
totally through Irish. The idea therefore in a full working product, would be that all the
content of the package would be available totally in both languages. This would be available
as a choice from the initial main menu.

6.5 Century Structure.
The next consideration was the overall method of providing the content for the teachers.
From the author’s research over a number of months, it became clear that a chronological
approach was the most straightforward. It is also central to understanding the development of
painting as it has evolved. In terms of both Irish and International art, it became clear that the
fourteenth century appeared to be the beginning of formal painting as we know it today.
Crucially, however, Ireland played a central part in the art of the previous millennium, which
was predominately religious. One of the main texts used by the author was the “Essential
History of Art”, which lists only eight works prior to the year 1000 AD. Of these, the ‘Book
of Kells’ takes central place, and the ‘Lindisfame Gospels’, produced in Northumbria,
England in a monastery founded by Irish missionary, St. Aidan. Thus, in this English
publication which has a very comprehensive International coverage, Irish religious art
accounts for 25% of the major art of the first millennium AD. It would also be crucial to refer
to Pre- Christian art. Again, Irish art, although basic in its execution carries many of the
motifs which today constitute ‘Celtic Art’. Thus the basic rock art, much of it symbolic in its
nature, and the invention of Northern Europe’s first written language, are worthy of particular
mention. The ‘ogham’ line-based script, considered by archaeologists to have begun its life
among the ‘Deisigh’, the residents of South East Ireland, and later exported to Wales and
South West England, stands shoulder to shoulder with the Egyptian Hieroglyphs and Greek
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frescoes of the same period. Meanwhile the highly ornate metalwork of the Tara brooch and
the Ardagh Chalice, coming slightly later compare more than favourably with the best of
similar work in Europe.
From the fourteenth century onwards, a balance of Irish and International artists would be
crucial. What the author decided to do was to begin with a basic menu of four artists per
century, two Irish and two International. The layout of this ‘Century Menu’ screen would
look approximately like this.
Century Menu
Image 1

Text

Image 2

Image 3

Image 4

6.6 Artist Menu.
From this basic menu, the user could click on the image from one of the four selected artists
bringing them to an ‘Artist Menu’, which would be similar in layout.

Artist Menu
Gallery
Option

Text

Biography
Option

The ‘Text’ section here would give the user a very brief introduction to the artist, with the
more detailed information coming through the two navigation options which are included on
screen. Clicking on either the Gallery Option or the Biography Option would bring the user
into either of two separate frameworks.

6.7 Biography Section.
This section would obviously give the context of the artist’s life, where possible. Rather than
give a series of options on this screen, in a menu format, the author decided that a ‘rolling’
series of screens, where the user clicked a ‘Next’ option would be a better format. The basic
structure of the screens would be the same as previously, with images on the left, and text on
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the right hand side of the screen. The number of screens would depend on the amount of
information available on the artist’s life, but more importantly on its relevance to the teacher.
6.8 Gallery Menu.
The Gallery menu would look slightly different from the previous menus in that it would
obviously put the emphasis on the actual pictures painted by the artist. Thus the layout would
look roughly like this, featuring at most five paintings, giving a good representative sample of
the artist’s work. It will be noted from this layout that a variety of shapes may exist here. It
would be much neater if each artist produced work in only the ‘portrait’ or ‘landscape’
formats we are familiar with in our Print settings, for instance, as distinct from the artistic
meaning of these terms. Given the nature of painting, however, an individual artist is likely to
produce a variety of works in a variety of shapes. This would be reflected in any exhibition,
and also needs to be reflected in this proposed ‘Virtual Gallery’,
Gallery Menu
Image

Image

1

2

Image
4

Image
3

Image 5

6.9 Picture Menu.
Bringing the user into further ‘depth’ in each of these pictures is obviously the ultimate aim
of this product. This will allow the user to get the context of the particular image and some
technical pointers as to its composition. Clicking on each of the paintings in the gallery would
bring the user into a further menu on the individual painting itself Thus, the introductory
screen of the picture would contain a larger version of the picture and some basic
introductory text, and would look like this:

6.10 Details of Picture.
One of the features the author wanted to incorporate here was the ability to focus on the key
areas of the painting, allowing the teacher to draw the attention of pupils to the key features
which the artist created. This would be achieved by the cursor becoming ‘live’ on a section of
the image of the painting. Clicking here would bring the user to a ‘Detail’ screen which
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would feature a pictorial representation of the section of the painting. Here also would be
some text, telling the user the method of achieving the particular detail. This would
incorporate either the thoughts of the artist in achieving this detail, or the interpretation of
other experts of the effects achieved. The layout would be identical to the ‘Picture Menu’
outlined above.

6.11 Compilation of Product Material - Originality of Content.
It is important to stress here that this is not a totally original product, in the sense of taking
newly produced material and interpreting it for the end user. Rather the product will take
material which has previously been in the public domain, and much of its interpretation also,
and put it in a format which teachers, who are by their nature non-expert in this area, will
easily understand. Therefore much of the emphasis will be on simplifying some of the very
obtuse language in artistic publications, and enabling teachers to in turn help pupils to
interpret the same work. Thus the work is more interpretive than totally creative.

6.12 Copyright Considerations.
One of the issues which would arise if this product were to be made available to the general
population of schools would be that of intellectual copyright. Ownership of the images rests
in some case with the galleries which hold the paintings or occasionally with the artist’s
estate, in the case of a deceased artist or with the artist themselves when still alive. In terms
of this project of course, such issues do not arise, but would have to be borne in mind if the
project were to be developed further. The co-operation of the galleries would obviously be
hoped for, but dealing with artists and/or their estates would not alone be time-consuming,
but a considerable additional cost.
6.13 Image Collection.
A number of sources were used to collect the images used in developing this prototype
product. As with all research today, the Internet is an invaluable source of material. In terms
of Irish artists, a number of sites stand out. In terms of new and emerging artists, the
www.artifact.ie site, operated by the Artists Association of Ireland, from their base in Temple
Bar, Dublin is superb, while an Irish American site run by the Kennedy Centre, Washington,
contains excellent material on a number of artists, particularly Jack B. Yeats. In international
terms, the website of the Tate Gallery, London, has an exceptional library of images and
basic background material. It seems a pity that none of the Irish museums or galleries can
produce such a resource. The latest addition to the web in Ireland is www.art.ie. the joint site
of the Arts Council and the Northern Ireland Arts Council, is a valuable resource, but at
present it concentrates on listings and news in the various art areas, rather than resource
issues.
The already mentioned National Gallery CD-Rom has an images file which contains one
hundred images and this proved invaluable. Unfortunately, the images are not named in the
folder, necessitating a reasonable amount of research of either the CD-Rom itself, or of the
galleries publications.
Scanning of a number if images from publications was also included. In particular, the
background image is one from the Emerging art exhibition, mentioned in the introduction,
and was painted by Ciaran Carty. Scanning by its nature, however, is very cumbersome and
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slow. The nature of a number of the publications mentioned is also not conducive to scanning
on flat-bed scanners.
6.14 Video Inserts.
A number of video sources were pursued. It was the author’s intention to feature Robert
Ballagh, set designer of Riverdance, designer of the Irish currency notes and stamps, and one
of Ireland’s foremost painters. The contrast between Ballagh’s attitude to the place of the
artist in society, which he considers to be an artisan’s one, providing a service to the
community, and that of Francis Bacon, for instance, who the author did feature, who
conforms with the traditional image of the artist working outside, and indeed sometimes
against, society was one worthy of exploration. Indeed, the linking of art to functional items,
such as postage stamps, which children come into contact with on a regular basis, would have
particular relevance in the classroom.
Upon contacting the artist himself, who was enormously helpful, it emerged that a television
documentary for Irish language station, TG4, was nearing completion. The artist was happy
to see the author use parts of the tape of this film to be used in the project. The Independent
TV company who were producing the programme also appeared to be happy to comply, but
their prevarication over a three month period finally resulted in an August declaration that the
tape would not be available in time. Thus, the author instead concentrated on Bacon and
Vincent Van Gogh. The broadcast of the Ballagh film in the autumn will be eagerly awaited!
In terms of Bacon, the Hugh Lane Gallery staff was enormously helpful, and the video inserts
included come from the superb South Bank Show interview, conducted by Melvyn Bragg for
Channel 4 in 1985, and now available in video format from the Nexus Company.
The pieces used were recorded using ‘Adobe Premiere’, the major sound and movie editing
software package. This was the same package used for the music, and audio files discussed
below. In the case of this work, however, content was imported from analog video tape, and
then digitized to render it usable in computer programs.
6.15 Music Inserts.
The art.ie website carries a feature piece on the Contemporary Music Centre in Dublin. This
institute exists to promote the composers of contemporary music in Ireland. This is
predominantly classical in its bias. On contacting the centre, the author received by return
post, free copies of the three volumes of ‘Contemporary Music from Ireland’. A number of
pieces from this collection have been used through the product. The reason for this is to
comply with the linkage recommended with the Music section of the Arts curriculum.
A number of contemporary pieces were also included. For anyone of the author’s generation,
any featuring of Vincent Van Gogh would be incomplete without the use of Don McLean’s
Vincent, which encapsulates so much of the artist’s life and appeal.
6.16 Other Audio Inserts.
The other main use of audio files is in the form of commentary. A number of audio clips were
recorded using. These were recorded using an external microphone in the college’s
multimedia laboratory. An important consideration in both sound recording types (audio and
music), was the necessity to store the files in .aiff format, in other words as digital converted
form.
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6.17 Text Detail.

Considerable research was required in terms of the actual information required. A number of
sources were particularly valuable in this regard. Bruce Arnold’s book, ‘The History of Irish
Art’, produced in the nineteen seventies, has yet to be surpassed, while the introduction to
‘Discover Irish Art’, the National Gallery publication, is extremely succinct. The artist and
painting details in both this book and the ‘Images and Insights’ publication from the Hugh
Lane Gallery, provided much of the other supporting information. In terms of Francis Bacon,
the WWW. francisbacon. cx website was invaluable, although its source is difficult to identify
from the portal.
6.18 Human Computer Interface Considerations.

It was vital to have a coherent and consistent layout throughout the package. The author is
obliged to Steve Mullins, a graphic designer friend for providing the easel and artist graphics
which are used as buttons throughout. These allowed for a consistent appearance, with a
relevant theme. ‘Authorware’ allows the use of the more standard buttons, similar to those
used in ‘Visual Basic’ designed interfaces for instance, but the Hotspot mechanism discussed
above makes for a more attractive alternative.
The use of these buttons was to mark the major points of navigation. The ability at all times
to return to the beginning of the package was considered to be crucial, thus the ‘Return to
Main Menu’ button in the bottom right-hand corner of almost each screen. Because the
package is divided into two language sections, the button to the immediate left of this one
allows the user to return to the relevant language’s main menu. The button to the left of these
two allows access back to the relevant artist menu or next subdivision for example Gallery or
Biography.
In the case of the ‘Picture Detail’ sections, the button simply allows a return to the painting
allowing the user to continue viewing other details. In the Biography section, most developed
in the Bacon section, a ‘Next’ button allows the user to continue through a number of screens.
This is placed just below the text and above the three main navigation buttons at the bottom
right.
The other main visible buttons on-screen are the ‘Help’ and ‘Glossary’ functions, which are
available throughout the package. It was decided to locate these in the top right hand corner
to differentiate them from the lower navigational features.
6.19 Font Choice.

A number of font options were explored, but the determining factor in the end was the ability
of lower specification computers to support some of the newer fonts which are supported by
‘Authorware 5’. Using a more complex font would have necessitated packaging the font with
the product, and requesting users of lower spec machines to restart their machines before
continuing. Given the experience, already mentioned of having to reset the machine’s colour
settings before using the ‘Book of Kells’ CD-Rom package, and the reaction to this by
teachers, even those who had a relatively high level of computer literacy, the author felt this
would be unwise, a reaction supported by colleagues who were consulted in this regard. The
final decision therefore was to use the 'Comic Sans MS' font as displayed here, and
supported by most systems.
6.20 Font Size.
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It was felt that the legibility of the product was of key importance. The main font size chosen
therefore was the 12 point size visible in this document. This allowed for a reasonable
amount of text to be displayed without causing eye-strain in the user. This is an issue of
major controversy in web-design at the moment, with the letters section of a number of
British Internet publications recently carrying complaints from users about the bias towards
10-point and even 8-point font sizes in relatively large text blocks. The rules of thumb for the
author in terms of this project were, firstly to keep the font size uniform throughout as a
central part of the H.C.I. considerations, but secondly to keep the text to manageable, easily
readable amounts on each screen. Put simply the modus operand! was ‘if it doesn’t all fit on
the screen, put it on the next one instead or leave it out.’
The author did feel that the font size on the buttons on each screen and these were brought to
a uniform 10-pont size. The font size of the screen headings was, on the other hand
considered to be of central importance, and was increased to 18-poit size. Its positioning is
also uniform throughout the package, in the top left hand comer, to allow for the minimum
interference with the centrality of the images and text.

6.21 Final Content of Package.
The final package contained here could at best be a prototype of the final product. Having
developed two artists to virtually full detail, the author has concluded that a minimum of 35
screens per artist would be necessary. Given a total of eight period/century options, and a
total of four artists on each of these, a total of 1,120 screens would be needed. If this whole
menu were replicated bilingually, a minimum of 2,240 screens would be needed. This would
clearly be a major task.
Given this reality, the author decided to concentrate on developing two artists, one each in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. One is an Irish artist and one International.

6.22 Francis Bacon Section.
In the former case, the author chose Francis Bacon. Although a challenging artist in terms of
his work’s content. Bacon is considered to be the foremost Irish artist, in terms of his
International reputation. He is considered enormously influential in 20‘^. Century art, and is
also extremely topical at present. This arises from the installation in the Hugh Lane Gallery
of the studio in which he worked until the time he died in 1992. A reasonable amount of
biographical information is also available, and it was on this section that the author
concentrated. Extensive use is made of movie footage here, as well as a number of images of
Bacon paintings. A total of fourteen screens are used in this section.

6.23 Vincent Van Gogh Section.
The choice of the author’s favourite artist was an easy one. A visit to the superb Van Gogh
museum while on a break in Amsterdam in the early nineties whetted an appetite which has
not diminished since. Many publications feature the work of the Dutch artist, and
reproductions of his work are widely available. In this context, he holds a particular attraction
for both teachers and pupils. The interesting nature of the artist’s life and its direct impact on
his art also makes him an attractive choice.
Concentration here was on the actual paintings, developing the aim of the ‘Picture Detail’
section above. In all, the five paintings featured in the Van Gogh menu allow four individual
detail areas in each picture to be accessed by clicking. This leads to a screen containing an
enlarged version of this area, with relevant painting notes.
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6.24 Help and Glossary Sections.
The author sought to achieve the ‘perpetuality’ of these functions, by ensuring they were
available on every screen throughout the package. Initially, the ‘Hotspot’ functions were
added to the initial screens containing the background image. The author had forgotten the
bilingual nature of the product however, and this resulted in buttons labelled ‘Help’ and
‘Glossary’ appearing in the top right hand comer of the Irish Language screens. The erase
function of ‘Authorware’ came into play here, allowing these two buttons to be erased when
the Irish language menu appeared, and they were then replaced by buttons termed ‘Cabhair’
and ‘Focloir’.
Only a very limited amount of information is contained in these sections, and it would be
considerably enhanced in a more comprehensive program. It would also be hoped that links
could be developed from individual highlighted words as the program progresses, linking
directly to the explanation of the word.

6.25 Irish Language Section.
Only a minimal amount of screens were replicated in the Irish language. These were done to
demonstrate a bilingual aspect and the relative ease of duplicating content simply by copying
the majority of the screen content and by then translating the language content. The ability to
replicate audio narration files was demonstrated by the audio section which serves as a
welcoming message to both language menus.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
7.1 Introduction

The objectives of this project were to carry out a review of the provision of resource material
in the Art Appreciation area in Irish Primary Schools, and to design the prototype of a CDRom product which would address the apparent lack of such resources.
7.2 Curriculum Climate

Both in National and International terms, the climate has never been so receptive to advances
in Art appreciation as a central part of the Primary School Curriculum. Furthermore, the
curricular approach and resource provision means that now is an opportune time for the
integration of Information technology in this curricular area.
7.3 Survey Findings

The survey findings very much bore out the initial hypotheses of the author, in terms of
teacher’s reactions to such a proposal. Firstly, teachers had a higher level of interest in the
area than the author would have expected, but also a lack of knowledge in the art appreciation
area. The vast majority have access to a computer in their classroom, and would consider
using a CD-rom product to supplement their knowledge and teaching in this subject area.
7.4 Existing Resources

Existing resource provision is certainly lacking in terms of providing support for teachers in
guiding this new area. Much of the material is inappropriate to Irish educational needs, while
many schools have a very small library of materials relevant to studying this area. One
recommendation the author would make is that an urgent review of national and international
Publications in the field be conducted, and that schools be furnished with a comprehensive
list of publications from which they should purchase.
7.5 CD-Rom Provision

The existing Irish products should be enhanced, and disseminated to schools. The National
Gallery’s product needs to be re-engineered so that it is more effective as a CD-Rom, rather
than in its current hybrid form, while the Book of Kells product needs to have its initial
installation flaws ironed out so that it can auto-run easily. That said the quality of both
products, while not specifically designed for children, is outstanding.
7.6 Commercial Opportunity.

An opportunity currently exists for a quality general CD-rom on the History of Irish Art. The
commercial success of the Book of Kells product is clear proof that demand exists for such
material. A product specifically aimed at children is also urgently required and should be
supported by the Department of Education.
7.7 Development of Prototype.

The product which the author developed, appears to meet the objectives set out. To develop
the product to its frill size, however would necessitate an enormous amount of research work,
and considerably more searching for resources. Either that or one would have to ‘buy in’
particular expertise.
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7.8 Choice of Authorware.
While many in the authoring business are currently recommending the use of Macromedia’s
‘Director’ product, it is clear that ‘Authorware 5’ is still an enormously powerful multi-media
authoring tool. It met with all of the criteria which the author of this project required,
although the author is conscious that he could, with further training and experimentation,
achieve much more, given the capabilities of the tool. One criticism of the product would be
of its ‘Help’ pages, which are unnecessarily complicated and certainly seem aimed at the
advanced user.
7.9 Conclusion.
The author would feel that a reasonable outcome was achieved in terms of the overall aims of
this project. The final CD-Rom appears to be quite satisfactory in its layout, presentation,
navigation patterns, and content, and reaction to it amongst colleagues is reasonably
favourable. The skills gained are extremely valuable, leaving the author with a desire to
explore the multi-media authoring process further. The author would also like to explore the
possibility of giving children basic authoring skills, using the ‘Authorwaie’ product.
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Appendix A - Teachers Survey - Questionnaire
Sean O hArgain, ‘Tigh an Dauber’, An Coirean, Co. Chiarrai.
ART RESOURCES SURVEY

1. Sex of respondent.
Are you.
Male

Q

1

Female Q

2

2. Respondents age group.
Are you.
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-65

□

□

,

3

□4
□3

3. Size of School.
Number of teachers in your school.
One teacher
Two teacher
Two to five teacher
Five to ten teachers
Ten to twenty teachers
More than twenty teachers

□

,

□2
□3
□4
□ 5

Gl 6

4. Interest in visual arts.
Would you describe your interest in visual arts as:
Not at all interested
Very low level of interest
Relatively interested
Actively Interested
Extremely Interested

□ ,
Q 2
G 3
G 4
G 5

5. How long is it since you last attended an Art Exhibition?
In the last month
In the last 3 months
In the last 6 months
In the last 12 months
More then a year ago
Never

□ 3
□

4

□

3

□ 2

□ ,
□6
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6. How would you describe your knowledge of major international artists?
No knowledge at all
Q4
Only a basic knowledge
Q i
Reasonably good knowledge d 2
Quite detailed knowledge
Q3
7. How would you describe your knowledge of major Irish Artists?
No knowledge at all
Q4
Only a basic knowledge
d 1
Reasonably good knowledge d 2
Quite detailed knowledge
d 3
8. How long is it since you last used a piece of art (painting, statue, piece of pottery etc.) in teaching
art in the classroom ?
In the last month
In the last 3 months
In the last 6 months
In the last 12 months
More then a year ago
Never

□ 5
□ 4

□ 3
□ 2

□ ,
□6

9. Have you used the following teaching materials?
Exploring Art at the National Gallery
Discover Irish Art
The National Gallery- A Virtual Tour (CDROM)
National Gallery Schools Picture Projects Poster
Picture This (Video and book)
Images and Insights (Hugh Lane Gallery)

YesQi
YesQi
YesGi
YesQ,
YesQi
YesGi

NoD 2
NoQ 2
NoQ 2
NoQ 2
NoG2
NoQ2

10. Have you ever visited any of the following?

The National Gallery, Dublin
YesQi
No Q 2
Hugh Lane Gallery, Dublin
YesQi
NoQ2
Crawford Museum, Cork
YesQi
No Q 2
Sligo Municipal Gallery
YesQi
No Q 2
Hunt Museum, Limerick
YesQi
NoG2

Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin
YesQi
No Q 2
Ulster Museum, Belfast
YesQi
No
2
RHA Gallery, Dublin
YesQi
No Q 2
Butler Gallery, Kilkenny
YesQi
No Q 2
Any other Public or Private Gallery in Ireland
YesQi
No d 2
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11. Have you completed your Visual Arts in-service training days for the revised
primary School Curriculum?
One day completed
Two days completed
Three days completed (includes school-based day)
No in-service received

□ i
□ 2

□ 3
□ 4

12. How familiar are you with the changes in the revised curriculum?
Not at all familiar
Low level of familiarity
Reasonably familiar
Very familiar

□ 1
□2
□ 3

□4

13. Did you know that the study of existing pieces of art (paintings, sculpture, pieces of
pottery, architecture etc.) will be central to the teaching of art in the revised curriculum?
YesGi

NoQ

14. Do you think your school has enough resources to allow you to help the children
study such art works?
YesQi

No Q 2

15. Does your school have books of paintings?
YesGi

NoQj

16. Does your school have books showing sculpture pieces?
YesGi

NoQ2

17. Does your school have books showing architecture?
YesGi

NoG2

18. Does your school have videos of existing art?
YesG]

NoG2

19. Does your school have any CDROMS of art material?
YesQi

No Q

2
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20. Does your classroom have
No computer
One computer
Two computers
Three or more computers

Q2
Q1
Q3
Q4

21. If you have a computer in your classroom, does it have a CD drive?
YesQ]

No ^

2

22. How would you describe your ability to use CDROM software packages as?
No ability at all
Only a basic ability
Reasonably good ability
Very experienced

□ 4

□

,

□ 2
□ 3

23. In your experience, is a CDROM a valuable teaching aid?
YesGi

NoQ2

24. Would you consider CDROM to be an effective way of accessing art material?
YesQi

No d 2

25. If you have a computer in your classroom, is it connected to the Internet?
YesQi

No Q 2

26. Have you used the Internet for general research in the classroom?
YesQi

NoG2

27. Have you used the Internet to access art information?
YesQi

NoQ2

28. Which format of art resources would you be more likely to use?
Internet based Q|

CD ROM based Q 2

29. Which should be the concentration of this product?
Irish Art □1

International Art □ 2

Combination of both □ 3
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Appendix B - SPSS Output Tables for Primary Research

Where are you teaching

Valid

South Kerry
Limerick
Kilkenny
Tullamore
Galway
Dundalk
Dublin
Total

Frequency
30
9
11
11
10
6
10
87

Percent
34.5
10.3
12.6
12.6
11.5
6.9
11.5
100.0

Valid Percent
34.5
10.3
12.6
12.6
11.5
6.9
11.5
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
34.5
44.8
57.5
70.1
81.6
88.5
100.0

Sex of respondent

Valid

Male
Female
Total

Frequency
16
71
87

Percent
18.4
81.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
18.4
100.0

Valid Percent
18.4
81.6
100.0

Age of respondent

Valid

20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-65
Total

Frequency
21
18
30
16
2
87

Percent
24.1
20.7
34.5
18.4
2.3
100.0

Valid Percent
24.1
20.7
34.5
18.4
2.3
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
24.1
44.8
79.3
97.7
100.0

Number of teachers in school

Valid

Frequency
2 teachers
10
2-5 teacher
15
5-10 teacher
15
10-20 teachers
30
More than twenty teachers
17
Total
87

Percent
11.5
17.2
17.2
34.5
19.5
100.0
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Valid Percent
11.5
17.2
17.2
34.5
19.5
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
11.5
28.7
46.0
80.5
100.0

Interest in visual arts

Valid

Frequency
Very low level of interest
8
Relatively interested
34
Actively interested
30
Extremely interested
15
Total
87

Percent
9.2
39.1
34.5
17.2
100.0

Valid Percent
9.2
39.1
34.5
17.2
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
9.2
48.3
82.8
100.0

Length since attended exhibition

Valid

More than a year ago
In the last 12 months
In the last 6 months
In the last 3 months
In the last month
Never
Total

Frequency
31
17
8
17
13
1
87

Percent
35.6
19.5
9.2
19.5
14.9
1.1
100.0

Valid Percent
35.6
19.5
9.2
19.5
14.9
1.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
35.6
55.2
64.4
83.9
98.9
100.0

Knowledge of International artists

Valid

Only a basic knowledge
Reasonably good
knowledge
Quite good knowledge
No knowledge at all
Total

Frequency
57

Percent
65.5

Valid Percent
65.5

Cumulative
Percent
65.5

16

18.4

18.4

83.9

4
10
87

4.6
11.5
100.0

4.6
11.5
100.0

88.5
100.0

Knowledge of National artists

Valid

Only a basic knowledge
Reasonably good
knowledge
Quite good knowledge
No knowledge at all
Total

Frequency
65

Percent
74.7

Valid Percent
74.7

Cumulative
Percent
74.7

11

12.6

12.6

87.4

3
8
87

3.4
9.2
100.0

3.4
9.2
100.0

90.8
100.0
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How long since you used piece of art in teaching

Valid

More than a year ago
In the last 12 months
In the last 6 months
In the last 3 months
In the last month
Never
Not applicable
Total

Frequency
23
13
15
11
15
9
1
87

Percent
26.4
14.9
17.2
12.6
17.2
10.3
1.1
100.0

Valid Percent
26.4
14.9
17.2
12.6
17.2
10.3
1.1
100.0

Have you used Exploring Art

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
24
63
87

Percent
27.6
72.4
100.0

Valid Percent
27.6
72.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
27.6
100.0

Have you used Discovering Irish Art

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
18
69
87

Percent
20.7
79.3
100.0

Valid Percent
20.7
79.3
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
20.7
100.0

Have you used National Art gallery CDROM

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
6
81
87

Percent
6.9
93.1
100.0

Valid Percent
6.9
93.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
6.9
100.0

Have you used Picture Projects Posters

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
23
64
87

Percent
26.4
73.6
100.0

Valid Percent
26.4
73.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
26.4
100.0

Have you used Picture This (video & book)

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
5
82
87

Percent
5.7
94.3
100.0

Valid Percent
5.7
94.3
100.0
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Cumulative
Percent
5.7
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
26.4
41.4
58.6
71.3
88.5
98.9
100.0

Have you used Images and Insights

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
3
84
87

Percent
3.4
96.6
100.0

Valid Percent
3.4
96.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
3.4
100.0

Have you ever visited the National Gallery

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
76
11
87

Percent
87.4
12.6
100.0

Valid Percent
87.4
12.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
87.4
100.0

Have you ever visited the Hugh Lane Gallery

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
38
49
87

Percent
43.7
56.3
100.0

Valid Percent
43.7
56.3
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
43.7
100.0

Have you ever visited the Crawford Gallery

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
22
65
87

Percent
25.3
74.7
100.0

Valid Percent
25.3
74.7
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
25.3
100.0

Have you ever visited the Hunt Gallery

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
23
64
87

Percent
26.4
73.6
100.0

Valid Percent
26.4
73.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
26.4
100.0

Have you ever visited the Sligo Municipal Gallery

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
3
84
87

Percent
3.4
96.6
100.0

Valid Percent
3.4
96.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
3.4
100.0

Have you ever visited the Butler Gallery

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
23
64
87

Percent
26.4
73.6
100.0

Valid Percent
26.4
73.6
100.0
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Cumulative
Percent
26.4
100.0

Have you ever visited IMMA

Valid

Frequency
31
56
87

Yes
No
Total

Percent
35.6
64.4

Valid Percent
35.6
64.4

100.0

100.0

Cumulative
Percent
35.6
100.0

Have you ever visited the Ulster Museum

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
6
81
87

Percent
6.9
93.1
100.0

Valid Percent
6.9
93.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
6.9
100.0

Have you ever visited the RHA Gallery

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
10
77
87

Percent
11.5
88 5
100.0

Valid Percent
11.5
88.5
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
11.5
100.0

Have you ever visited any other Gallery

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
55
32
87

Percent
63.2
36.8
100.0

Valid Percent
63.2
36.8
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
63.2
100.0

Have you completed your inservice days

Valid

Valid Percent
1.1

Cumulative
Percent
1.1

69.0

27.6
69.0

28.7
97.7

2.3
100.0

2.3

100.0

100.0

1 day
2 days

Frequency
1
24

Percent
1.1
27.6

3 days
None
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Total

87

How familiar are you with curricular changes

Valid

Not at all familiar
Low level of familiarity
Reasonably familiar
Very familiar
Total

Cumulative
Percent
1.1

Frequency
1

Percent
1.1

9
57

10.3

10.3

11.5

65.5

65.5

77.0

23.0

23.0
100.0

100.0

20
87

100.0
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Valid Percent
1.1

Did you know study of art pieces part of teaching

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
78
9
87

Percent
89.7
10.3
100.0

Valid Percent
89.7
10.3
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
89.7
100.0

Does your school have enough resources

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
21
66
87

Percent
24.1
75.9
100.0

Valid Percent
24.1
75.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
24.1
100.0

Does your school have books of paintings

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
53
34
87

Percent
60.9
39.1
100.0

Valid Percent
60.9
39.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
60.9
100 0

Does your school have books showing sculpture

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
15
72
87

Percent
17.2
82.8
100.0

Valid Percent
17.2
82.8
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
17.2
100.0

Does your school have books showing architecture

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
14
73
87

Percent
16.1
83.9
100.0

Valid Percent
16.1
83.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
16.1
100.0

Does your school have videos of existing art

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
13
74
87

Percent
14.9
85.1
100.0

Valid Percent
14.9
85.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
14.9
100.0

Does your school have CDROMs of art

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
28
59
87

Percent
32.2
67.8
100.0

Valid Percent
32.2
67.8
100.0
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Cumulative
Percent
32.2
100.0

Number of computers in your classroom

Valid

1 computer
No computer
2 computers
3 or more computers
Not applicable
Computer Room
Total

Percent
60.9
10.3
12.6
11.5
1.1
3.4
100.0

Frequency
53
9
11
10
1
3
87

Valid Percent
60.9
10.3
12.6
11.5
1.1
3.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
60.9
71.3
83.9
95.4
96.6
100.0

Does computer have a CD drive

Valid

Yes
No
Not applicable
Total

Frequency
72
14
1
87

Percent
82.8
16.1
1.1
100.0

Valid Percent
82.8
16.1
1.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
82.8
98.9
100.0

How is your ability to use CDROM

Valid

Only a basic ability
Reasonably good ability
Reasonably familiar
No ability at all
Total

Frequency
29
37
17
4
87

Percent
33.3
42.5
19.5
4.6
100.0

Valid Percent
33.3
42.5
19.5
4.6
100.0

Is CDROM valuable teaching aid

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
79
8
87

Percent
90.8
9.2
100.0

Valid Percent
90.8
9.2
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
90.8
100.0

Is CDROM a good way to access art

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
79
8
87

Percent
90.8
9.2
100.0

Valid Percent
90.8
9.2
100.0
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Cumulative
Percent
90.8
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
33.3
75.9
95.4
100.0

Is your computer connected to the internet

Valid

Frequency
22

Percent
25.3

Valid Percent
25.3

Cumulative
Percent
25.3

No
Not applicable
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1

73.6
1.1

73.6
1.1

100.0

Total

87

100.0

100.0

Yes

98.9

Have you used internet for general research

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
26
61
87

Valid Percent
29.9
70.1
100.0

Percent
29.9
70.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
29.9
100.0

Have you used internet for art research

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
26
61
87

Valid Percent
29.9
70.1
100.0

Percent
29.9
70.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
29.9
100.0

Which format of resources would you use

Valid

Internet based
CDROM based
Total

Frequency
10
77
87

Percent
11.5
88.5
100.0

Valid Percent
11.5
88.5
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
11.5
100.0

Which should be the concentration of product

Valid

Irish Art
Combination of both
Total

Frequency
3
84
87

Percent
3.4

Valid Percent
3.4

96.6
100.0

96.6
100.0
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Cumulative
Percent
3.4
100.0

